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Overview
Tuesday 9 July
•
•

Postgraduate Day – Expect Everything: Careers in 21st Century Academia – lunch from
12:00pm – welcome at 1:00pm – sessions at 1:30pm and 3:30pm.
Gathering – Conference delegates and presenters are invited to gather from 6:30pm at the
Hotel Metropolitan, 46 Grote Street, Adelaide, for a few drinks and to meet other delegates.

Wednesday 10 July
•
•

Keynote: James Ashcroft – Taki Rua – two strands of weave moving in the same direction.
Stemming from a traditional culture and adapting to a multicultural world – at 9:00am
Performance – Christie Evans’ Trojan Barbie, Drama Centre, Flinders University main
campus at Bedford Park, transport departs at 5:45pm, performance at 7:00pm. This
performance is booked out. Alternative performances available.

Thursday 11 July
•
•

Keynote: Haresh Sharma – Negotiating Translation: Case Studies of Multilingual
Playwriting and Theatre-making – at 9:00am
Conference Dinner – Wasai Japanese Kitchen, 9/15 Field Street, Adelaide – 6:30pm.
Dinner is included in the registration fee, except for delegates registering for 1 day only
without dinner.

Friday 12 July
•
•

Keynote: Christine Evans – Changing The Rules of Appearance: Adapting the VR
Program Virtual Iraq for Live Performance in You Are Dead. You Are Here. – at 9:00am
ADSA Annual General Meeting, 2:00-3:30 pm.
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Theme
Staging Changes: Translation as Innovation and Intervention
This conference explores translation in theatre, drama and performance as pivotal to innovation
and intervention. Translating or adapting a work from another culture, or transposing a piece
from one medium to another, has traditionally reflected how we imagine and represent unifying
identities: cultural, national, regional, ethnic, or linguistic. However, these practices also allow us
to stage change by historicising, localising and interpreting individual and communal
experiences in a multicultural setting.
To promote a dialogue between creative practice and critical reflection, this conference will
consider the opportunities translation and adaptation present for creating and disrupting
collective identities, and for diversifying mainstream audiences and performance practices. We
will interrogate both the possibility and impossibility of translation, its achievements and failures
in (re)ordering and (dis)locating individual and collective desires and destinies.
As this broad theme can be approached from a number of perspectives, we encourage
participants to choose an angle that engages their scholarly and creative interests and
experiences. The following ideas serve as points of departure:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The translator as a writer: authorship, innovation and intervention in translation practice
The dramaturgy of translation: issues of playability and translation in rehearsal and
performance
Places of contact between translation theory and performance practice, between translation
practice and performance theory
Adaptation, performance and ideology: translation and the (non)representable; forming,
transforming and disrupting power relations
Translation afterlives: commissioning new translations; continuity and change in the
cultural transmission of canonical works
Innovation in translation practice: alternatives to text-to-text translation and adaptation
The creative process in translation and adaptation: visible and invisible collaborations
between creative producers, writers, dramaturgs, directors, performers, designers, audiences
Translation and adaptation as responses to cultural difference: interpreting and performing
bilingual and multicultural identities
Community cultural development through drama and performance: the role of translation
in developing new audiences
Staging translation, refusing translation: bilingual, ethno-specific and cross-cultural
productions
Machine-translations: diversifying performance practices between technology and
performance
Multi-media translations: adaptation practices across genres, media and forms.

Contacts
The 2013 ADSA conference is hosted by the Drama Department in the School of Humanities
at Flinders University.
The conference co-convenors are Dr Maggie Ivanova and Dr Jonathan Bollen. Administrative
assistance is provided by Nena Bierbaum from the School of Humanities at Flinders University.
•
•
•

Maggie Ivanova, maggie.ivanova@flinders.edu.au, office 8201-2204, mobile 0457 309 804
Nena Bierbaum, nena.bierbaum@flinders.edu.au, office 8201-2257, mobile 0410 310 497
Jonathan Bollen, jonathan.bollen@flinders.edu.au
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Registration
Three/four-day registration
•
•
•
•

Full (late/at the door/non-member), including dinner: $400
Full (early bird, ADSA Member), including dinner: $350 – closes 10 June
Concession, including dinner: $250
Concession (ADSA member), including dinner: $200

One-day registration
•
•
•
•

One-day, including dinner: $200
One-day, no dinner: $150
One-day Concession, including dinner: $150
One-day Concession, no dinner: $100

Notes
•
•
•
•

Attendance at the postgraduate day on Tuesday 9 July is free with any registration.
Dinner on Thursday 11 July is included with three/four-day registrations.
Lunches are self-catered. Morning and afternoon tea will be provided.
All presenters at the conference must be current ADSA members
(http://www.adsa.edu.au/membership).

Partners
The 2013 ADSA Conference is hosted by the Drama Department in the School of
Humanities at Flinders University in association with:

Faculty of Education, Humanities and Law

Flinders Institute for Research in the Humanities

Helpmann Academy for the Visual and Performing Arts

Catering sponsored by:
Fox Creek Wines, McClaren Valley, South Australia
!
!
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Catering
Morning and afternoon tea will be provided at the conference venue on the postgraduate
day and the three conference days.
Lunches will be self-catered. We have scheduled 1.5 to 2 hours in the program to allow extra
time for lunch. There are many cafes and restaurants within easy walking distance of the
conference venue. See maps at the back of the program.
•
•
•

Some restaurants for special mention include A Taste of Spice, Bistro Dom, British
India, Concubine, Melt, Press, Sushi Train Central Market.
The wonderful Adelaide Central Market is just across the square from the venue and
provides many small eating areas, including Asian Gourmet, Big Table, Lucia’s Pizza
Bar, SunMi’s Sushi, T bar, Taldy-Kurgan, Zedz Café, Zuma Caffe.
Two food halls serving meals from $8 are located next to the Central Market with
entrances on Moonta Street: Market Plaza Food Court and International Food Plaza.

Conference dinner will be on Thursday 11 July, 6:30pm–10:00pm at Wasai Japanese
Kitchen, 9/15 Field Street, Adelaide. We aim to increase postgraduate attendance at the
dinner. Catering for the conference dinner is included in the cost of registration, except for those
delegates who are attending 1-day only where dinner is not included.

Transport
Airport. Adelaide Airport is 6km west of Adelaide city. Taxi transfers to hotels in Adelaide city
take 10-15 minutes and cost approximately AUD$20. http://www.adelaideairport.com.au
Public Transport. Adelaide Metro runs the JetBus J1 and J1A services from the Adelaide
airport to the city. A single trip by bus between the airport and the city is $4.90 full fare, $2.50
concession at peak rates (before 9am, after 3pm, weekdays and weekends), or $3.00 full fare,
$1.20 concession at off-peak rates (weekdays 9am-3pm). Tickets may be purchased on the bus.
The Adelaide metro website has detailed information about the full range of public transport
services available including the Terrace to Terrace free city tram.
Taxis. Nearby taxi ranks are located on Flinders St (near Santos building) and near the Hilton
Hotel.
•
•
•
•

Yellow Cabs Adelaide 13 2227
Adelaide Independent Taxis 13 2211
Suburban Taxis 13 1008
Access Taxis caters for passengers with a disability 8234 6444
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6:30pm
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Postgraduate session 2
▪
Dr Gillian Arrighi, University of Newcastle (Aus)
▪
Dr Laura Ginters, University of Sydney (Aus)
▪
Dr Janys Hays, University of Wollongong (Aus)
▪
Dr David O’Donnell, Victoria University of Wellington (NZ)
Gathering – Conference delegates and presenters are invited to gather at the Hotel Metropolitan, 46 Grote Street, Adelaide, to have a few drinks and meet other delegates.
Followed by dinner for New Zealand delegates at Mandarin House, Shop A, 47 Gouger St; and dinner for postgraduates, venue to be advised.

3:30pm-5:00pm

▪
▪
▪
▪

Room 1
Postgraduate day – Expect Everything: Careers in 21st Century Academic
Lunch at Flinders Victoria Square, level 1, from 12:00pm
Postgraduate welcome
Postgraduate session 1
Prof Julian Meyrick, Flinders University (Aus)
Dr Christine Evans, Georgetown University (USA)
Dr Suzanne Little, Otago University (NZ)
Dr Anne Thompson, Flinders University (Aus)

Afternoon tea
Registration closes

Registration opens

3:00pm-3:30pm

1:30pm-3:00pm

1:00pm-1:30pm

12:00pm

Tue 9 July

Program

12:30pm-2:00pm

11:00am-12:30pm

10:30am-11:00am

Lunch

▪

▪

▪

Morning tea

AusStage meeting

▪

W1A Chair: Gillian Arrighi
Julian Meyrick – Shakespeare, Classic
▪
Adaptations and the Retreat into the
Theatrical
May-Brit Akerholt – The Dramaturgy
of Translation
▪
Terence Crawford – We call upon the
actor to translate: Cultural viscosity as
essential theatre practice

Keynote: James Ashcroft – Taki Rua
– two strands of weave moving in the
same direction. Stemming from a
traditional culture and adapting to a
multicultural world.

9:30am-10:30am

Room 1

Welcome: Julian Meyrick

Registration

9:00am-9:30am

8:30am-9:00am

Wed 10 July
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W2A Chair: Alison Richards
Saumya Liyanage – bokken
▪
ranga pāmuda?: gut feeling, instinct
and rhetoric of Sri Lankan actor
learning
Tanatchaporn Kittikong▪ –
Less self in improvisation:
Staging Buddhist Vipassana
meditation in improvised ▪
performance
Maggi Phillips – Translating
skipping: An action moving
between release and contraction

Room 2

W3A Chair: Jonathan Bollen
Sally Richards – Directing: A▪
Mirror to Solo Performance –
Provocation, Collaboration and
Proxy Audience
▪
Rob Marchand – Devising and
directing – translating the
practitioner experience
Susan Thwaites – Visualising the
Internal – Screenwriter,
Cinematographer and Director as
Adaptors

Room 3

W4A Chair:
Lekan Balogun – Otaelo:
Reading Shakespeare’s Othello in
Igbo Culture
Amit Sarwal and David
Walker – “That Man of Yours”:
Shivaram’s Sensational Dance
Tour of Australia, 1947-1951

Room 4

Depart 5:45pm
Performance 7:00p
m

3:30pm-4:00pm
4:00pm-5:30pm

2:00pm-3:30pm

W1C Chair: Maryrose Casey
Meredith Rogers – The Persians on▪
Pakington Street and other unlikely
adaptations for community theatre
Gillian Arrighi – Circus translations:
▪
towards a cultural history of ‘social’ and
‘youth’ circus in Australia
Stefano Muneroni – Translational
Eschatology and the Absence of God
▪ in
Rajiv Joseph’s Bengal Tiger at the Baghdad
Zoo

W2C Chair: Suzanne Little
Teresa Izzard – ‘Translating’
▪
“The Yellow Wallpaper” using
Somatic Theatre Praxis
Emma Hughes – Queen Lear
and the Consequences of Rachel
▪
McDonald’s Manifestation of the
Maternal
Maggie Ivanova – The Kreutzer
▪
Sonata: Adaptation as
Performance

Room 2
W2B Chair: Julie Shearer
James McKinnon – Gained in
Translation: Adaptation,
Dramaturgy, and Pedagogy
Hugo Belviso – Jekyll’s Hide:
Translating the unfamiliar
through Butoh and Jerry Lewis
Laura Ginters – Richard
Wagner: “dieses ersten
Regisseurs der Welt”. The first
director? First among directors?
▪

▪

▪

W3C Chair: Janys Hayes
Natalie Lazaroo – We’re Off▪to
See The Wizard of Auslan: Translating
Deaf Experience through
Community Performance
Michael McCall – Broken Colour
-- Translating the Theatrical Voices
▪
of African Australians
Russell Fewster, Sue Harris
and Rick Chew – Perish the
Thought – the origins, production
▪
and reception of an applied arts
project

Room 3
W3B

Room 4
W4B Chair: Sarah French
Nithya Nagarajan – Framing
race and gender through ‘liminal’
performance: The case of Anita
Ratnam
Jeremy Neideck and Nathan
Stoneham –
Underground:
Storytelling across Language and
Culture
Jo Loth – Cabaret Re-Vamped:
performance of the feminine in
the contemporary cabaret of
Meow Meow and Paul Capsis

▪
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W4C Chair: Laura Ginters
Rebekah Woodward-Hanna
– Is it Culturally Appropriate?
The Appropriation of
Convention Western Theatre in
▪
Vanuatu
Kar Yue Chan – The
Translator’s Ambivalent Role in
▪
‘Adapting’ Classical Chinese
Poetry into English
Megan Evans – Translating
Instability: Adapting and Staging
Madam X and Mister Q, based
on the book Five Spice Street by
Can Xue
Performance – Christie Evans’ Trojan Barbie, Flinders University main campus at Bedford Park. Delegates will be collected by coach from Flinders University in the City,
Victoria Square (conference location) at 5:45pm, and taken to the Drama Centre at Flinders University, Bedford Park. They will be offered drinks and refreshments on
arrival. After the performance, delegates will be returned to Victoria Square. - This performance is booked out - Alternative performances available.

Afternoon tea

▪

▪

▪

Room 1
W1B Chair: Saumya Liyanage
Yuji Sone – Collective translation:▪
Japanese virtual diva Hatsune Miku
Abbie Trott – The videographer as key
to copresence in two contemporary ▪
Australian multimedia performance
works: The Table of Knowledge by version
1.0 and Encoded by Stalker
▪
Peter Eckersall – Change and
transformation: theatre as new media
dramaturgy. A study of Kris Verdonck
and the structure of ‘end time’

2:00pm-3:30pm

12:00pm-2:00pm

Lunch

Morning tea

10:00am-10:30am
10:30am-12:00pm

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

Registration

8:30am-9:00am
9:00am-10:00am

Thu 11 July

T1B Chair: Peter Eckersall
Maryrose Casey – Not
▪
Translating for the coloniser:
Demanding an active audience
Julie Shearer – Translating from
▪
the ‘Real’: Version 1.0, Ilbijerri,
Belvoir Street and the Palm Island
community’s Beautiful One Day
Rachel Fensham – ‘Heavy’ –
sleep, dance, loss – the surrender of
the translator

ADSA Executive meeting

T1A Chair: Leah Mercer
David O’Donnell – Kila Kokonut
▪
Krew: Translating the Pasifika
Migrant Experience in Niu Sila
Jane Pumai Awi – Kumul: A new
▪
folk opera form for HIV and AIDS
education in Papua New Guinea
Janys Hayes – Crossing Cultures:
A Vietnamese Experience
▪

Keynote: Haresh Sharma –
Negotiating Translation: Case
Studies of Multilingual Playwriting
and Theatre-making

Room 1
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T2B Chair: James McKinnon
Tiffany Knight – From Originator
▪
to Interpreter: Translating
Performance
George Parker – “Getting a
swamp-on”: translating and
adapting Werner Fritsch’s Jenseits
▪ to
Christchurch, New Zealand

T2A Chair: Hugo Belviso
Michael Smalley – The Stage
▪
Manager as the Scenographic
Translator
Alex Vickery-Howe – Beyond
National Borders: National and▪
Generational Perspectives on
Culture
▪
Joh Hartog – From Japanese
Tropical Tales and Dutch Dogs to
the to Caucasian Narts:
Explorations of Seeing the Other

Room 2

T3B Chair: Jeremy Rice
Catherine Fargher – Staging▪
Changes: Multi-media translations:
adaptation practices across genres,
media and forms Or “From Play
▪ to
itunes store in ten easy stages…”
James Davenport and Jennifer
Eccles – Machine-translations:
Diversifying performance practices
between technology and
performance – “Beyond
Sustainability: Growing
Scenography”

T3A Chair: Yoni Prior
Helene Gee Markstein – ▪
Guerrilla scenography – de-signing
in translation across disciplines for
movement innovation
Sally Gardner – What is a ▪
transmitter?
Susan Fenty Studham –
Backstage hybridity and the ‘spaces
between’ language and process

Room 3

T4B Self-chairing
Christine Babinskas – Take 2:
perception and attention of the
everyday as a performative practice
Jennifer De Leon – Translation in
the being and presentation of a
dancer/dance psychotherapist

T4A Self-chairing
Jeremy Rice – Gin Tan Xiao Suo
(detective story): producing nonEnglish language theatre for
English-speaking audiences
Shane Pike and Gabrielle
Metcalf – Translating data:
presenting academic work to
mainstream audiences through
performance practice

Room 4

Room 3

Room 4

6:30pm-10:00pm

▪
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T1C Chair: James Davenport
T2C Chair: Eleanor Skimin
T3C Chair: Sally Gardner
T4C
André Bastian – The Risk is ▪in the Sarah French – Performing ▪
Rachael Thérèse Nolan – From
Transfer, Or Does Jelinek Really
Sexuality and Gender in The
One Into Another: The relationship
Belong to Austr(al)ia?
Rabble’s Orlando (after Virginia
between performer, process and
spectator
▪
Christopher Hay – Writing on the Woolf)
floor: ‘Translating’ a shared theatre
▪
Russya Connor – Performance
▪
Sarah Peters – Translating Story
space
experiments from environments to
to Script: A snapshot of the
stage: Translating, interpreting,
Verbatim Theatre process
▪
Alison Richards – ‘You’re
emerging til you die’: contemporary transposing
▪
Suzanne Little – Translating
performance practice and the ▪
Jasna Novakovic – Foreignization Audience into Witness in the
independent sector in Australia
or Liberation?
Performance of the Real
1973-2013
Conference Dinner – Wasai Japanese Kitchen, 9/15 Field Street, Adelaide. Dinner is included in the registration fee, except for delegates registering for one day only
without dinner.

Room 2

4:00pm-5:30pm

Room 1

Afternoon tea

3:30pm-4:00pm

4:00pm-5:00pm

3:30pm-4:00pm

2:00pm-3:30pm

12:00pm-2:00pm

10:30am-12:00pm

10:00am-10:30am

9:00am-10:30am

8:30am-9:00am

Fri 12 July

Afternoon tea

Lunch

▪

Morning tea

Registration

Closing plenary

ADSA Annual General Meeting

F1A
Rosalba Clemente; Christine
▪
Evans; Casey van Sebille; Mark
Shelton; Maggie Ivanova – ▪
Staging Trojan Barbie, Staging
Adaptation
▪

Keynote: Christine Evans –
Changing The Rules of
Appearance: Adapting the VR
Program Virtual Iraq for Live
Performance in You Are Dead. You Are
Here.

Room 1
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F2A Chair: Susan Fenty Studham
Alison Stone – Live Theatrical
▪
Broadcasts Old and New
Miguel Escobar – Digital
Ecologies of Mediation: The Role
▪ of
Translation in an Online Archive
Bree Hadley – Theatre, Social
Media and Spectatorship:
▪
Translating Commentary, Critique
and Controversy Across Media

Room 2

F3A Chair: Megan Evans
Kayla Meredith – An inquiry▪ into
the development and synthesis of
new technology within puppetry
Nicola Hyland – Unsettling
Blanket Man: myth, transformation
▪
and the ‘quirks’ of indigeneity
Yoni Prior – Assembling the bytes:
teaching devised performance in the
ether
▪

Room 3

F4A Chair: David O’Donnell
Janet McGaw – ‘Immovable as
pillars of salt’? Country audience
reactions to the Old Tote’s 1965
tour of Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
Murray Couch – The curating of a
repertoire: Plays performed by
Broken Hill Repertory Society,
1945-1969
Jonathan Bollen – From The Silver
Lining to The Roaring Days! Amateur
theatre and social class in Broken
Hill, 1940s-1960s

Room 4

Postgraduate
EXPECT EVERYTHING – Careers in 21st Century Academia
Tuesday, 9 July, Flinders University, Victoria Square/Tarntanyangga
We don’t know much about the careers that postgraduates and early career researchers are
hurtling towards; we’re often told they won’t look like they did before. But isn’t everyone told
that? Surely part of the pleasure of a career is the blind turns and the side-steps, and those
opportunities always lurking just over the horizon. For the first day of the ADSA conference,
we’ve assembled a group of more experience colleagues from around the region to speak to
these concerns and share a little of their route thus far.
Welcome: 1.00pm – 1.30pm
We’ll have a brief, informal welcome session where we offer a chance for each of the postgrad
and ECR attendees to introduce themselves to the group. In lieu of naff games, we’ll have some
Desert Island Discs-style provocations to remind ourselves that we are always more than our
research. We’ll also formulate some specific questions to put to the afternoon panels.
Session One: 1.30pm – 3.00pm
•
•
•
•

Prof Julian Meyrick, Flinders University (Aus)
Dr Christine Evans, Georgetown University (USA)
Dr Suzanne Little, Otago University (NZ)
Dr Anne Thompson, Flinders University (Aus)

In this session, panellists will reflect on profiles they have been able to carve out in their
institutions and well as the creative industries in which they work. They’ve been invited to
unpack the pressures and the pleasures of making creative work in an academic context, and
academic work in a creative context. The panellists will also address specific topics including:
practice as research; ‘creative’ publication outputs; maintaining distinct professional identities;
and building industry/academy links.
Afternoon Tea: 3.00pm – 3.30pm
Session Two: 3.30pm – 5.00pm
•
•
•
•

Dr Gillian Arrighi, University of Newcastle (Aus)
Dr Laura Ginters, University of Sydney (Aus)
Dr Janys Hayes, University of Wollongong (Aus)
Dr David O’Donnell, Victoria University of Wellington (NZ)

For our second session, we have invited panellists to reflect upon their various routes to
academia. We’ve asked each of them to reflect on one thing they think they did well, and one
thing they wish they’d done better, so it promises to be an afternoon of bittersweet delight. The
panellists will also address specific topics including: publication; collaboration; creative work in
an academic context; and job interviews.
Wrap-Up: 5.00pm – 5.30pm
After we’re done, we’ll invite all of our panellists, as well as the postgrads and ECRs in
attendance, to kick off the welcome drinks for the Conference as a whole.
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Performance
Trojan Barbie by Christine Evans
Directed by Rosalba Clemente, Flinders Drama Centre, Bedford Park
Past and present violently collide when Lotte, an English tourist who repairs dolls, is captured while on a tour of
current-day Troy and flung back into the ancient camp of Euripides’ Trojan Women. Her vacation gone horribly
wrong, Lotte is finally rescued and life returns to normal–until Hecuba claws her way into the 21st century in
search of her murdered children.
“Staging Trojan Barbie, Staging Adaptation” is a collaborative project running between February
and July 2013 with the participation of visiting artist Christine Evans (playwright, Georgetown
University, USA), AC Arts and Flinders’ Drama Centre. It exposes creative arts students to
industry experiences by engaging them in a process of co-creation, designing and workshopping
a performance piece in dialogue with its author, while being mentored by high-calibre staff with
award-winning industry expertise. In addition to exploring the educational and creative
possibilities of mentoring and artistic collaboration, it introduces students to key principles of
practice-led research that allow them to reflect on their training and creative practice.
As Evans’ play adapts Euripides’ Trojan Women, the project culminates in a performance and
panel discussion showcasing collaboration and mentoring in co-creation during the ADSA
conference whose theme investigates translation/adaptation in the performing arts. Funding for
this project has been secured through a Helpmann Academy Visiting Artist grant (awarded in
November 2012).

Performances
Wednesday – Delegates will be collected by coach from Flinders University in the City, Victoria
Square/Tarntanyangga (conference location) at 5:45pm, and taken to the Drama Centre at
Flinders University, Bedford Park. They will be offered drinks and refreshments on arrival. After
the performance, delegates will be returned to Victoria Square/Tarntanyangga.
Alternative performances – Thursday 11 July 7pm – Friday 12 July 5pm – Saturday 13 July
2pm and 7pm – bookings required – contact Andrew Bailey andrew.bailey@flinders.edu.au
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Keynotes
James Ashcroft, Taki Rua, Aotearoa/New
Zealand, http://www.takirua.co.nz
Iwi/tribal affiliations – Ngati Kahu/ Nga
Puhi and English

Taki Rua – two strands of weave
moving in the same direction.
Stemming from a traditional
culture and adapting to a
multicultural world.
As a theatre maker I am always looking for inspirations that challenge and evolve what
traditionally constitutes ‘Maori theatre’. On the surface level our choice to pursue an adaptation
of the novel Sydney Bridge Upside Down might not seem like an obvious choice for an indigenous
theatre company, and I can’t deny that that wasn’t part of its appeal. It will no doubt upset some
people, others not so much. Or perhaps it will do something inspiring like the novel did and get
people thinking, talking, questioning, provoking. This is our first and foremost challenge; but
should this not always be the challenge of theatre, Maori or otherwise? Our other challenge is to
engage truth and weave ourselves within the work. To live what we know, to make what we see
apparent and important in our world today. The productions we create are our response, our
relationship to the concepts posited in the many stories and the languages we employ within
theatre. These are what make for attractive and relevant propositions for contemporary theatre
today. The best part of our working process is that we get to work with people who continually
challenge and teach each other to see the world in different ways. This is an inherent function
within theatre and tikanga Maori which frames all our processes. In terms of Sydney Bridge Upside
Down, I think of the novel now as the authors mihi mihi (personal introduction, linking past and
present) to the world; a beacon sending radio waves to like minds to join a conversation about
truths they have known to be. We hope to have this conversation with you personally.
James Ashcroft is a graduate of Victoria University, Wellington and Toi Whakaari: New
Zealand Drama School. During his studies he also served internships with The Wooster Group
(New York). Since graduating he has enjoyed working in a variety of theatre, television, radio
and film productions as an actor, devisor, writer, director and producer. He has a primary
passion and focus on stories and inspirations from New Zealand’s own back yard.
As an independent theatre producer and performer James has won three Chapman Tripp
Theatre awards. He has been a board member for the Young & Hungry Theatre Festival; he is
also currently a member of the Master of Directing Board and Acting Advisory Panel at Toi
Whakaari: NZ Drama School, a member of the Capital E Arts advisory board, an executive
committee member for The Performing Arts Network of New Zealand (PANNZ) and a board
member of Downstage Theatre Trust.
James has served as Tumuaki/Artistic Director of Taki Rua Productions since 2006 producing
works that have toured nationally and internationally. Recently, their creative endeavours have
been directed also towards new media and the big screen, which they perceive as “new ways to
bring Māori theatre and stories to the widest possible audiences – that includes works we have
produced, as well as new works”. This is motivated by a commitment to provide working
opportunities and creative outlets for a greater number of Māori practitioners.
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Haresh Sharma, The Necessary Stage, Singapore
Resident Playwright, The Necessary
Stage, http://www.necessary.org
Co-Artistic Director, M1 Singapore Fringe
Festival, http://singaporefringe.com

Negotiating Translation: Case Studies of
Multilingual Playwriting and Theatremaking
My experience of reading plays before I started writing
them led me to believe that all plays were written in one
and only one language. They were either written in
English or translated into English.
When I started writing plays in 1988, whether
consciously or unconsciously, different local [Singapore]
languages entered the dialogue. Two people could have
a totally logical and believable conversation in 2
languages.
Over the next 20 years, it has become almost customary for a play by The Necessary Stage, of
which I am Resident Playwright, to feature more than one language.
What is the process of writing and creating these plays – from text to translation to performance,
and even to surtitling?
In this presentation, I will be sharing case studies, specific plays of mine, which have gone
through such processes. They include Mobile, an inter-cultural collaboration involving artists
from Singapore, Thailand, Japan and the Philippines; Gemuk Girls, a play about the impact of
political detention on a Malay family in Singapore; and Model Citizens, a portrayal of three very
different women though a clash of language and class.
Haresh Sharma. As the resident playwright for The Necessary Stage (TNS) since 1990,
Haresh Sharma has authored more than fifty short and full-length plays. Many of these were
developed in close collaboration with Alvin Tan, director and founder of TNS, actors and
designers. The appeal of Sharma’s work comes from its nuanced multicultural and multilingual
fabric: his characters’ speech interweaves the rhythms, intonations and expressiveness of
English, Singlish (Colloquial Singaporean English) and local languages like Hokkien, Malay and
Cantonese, offering subtle socio-political commentary not only on his characters’ circumstances
but also on contemporary attitudes toward cultural and racial diversity in Singapore.
Drawing on a multiplicity of creative approaches from Forum Theatre, Augusto Boal’s Theatre
of the Oppressed, Raw Theatre, musical theatre, theatre for youth and community, and multimedia technologies, the flexible and innovative nature of Sharma’s work for The Necessary
Stage advocates a contemporary Singaporean theatre that has overcome “put-on accents,
colonial put-downs and linguistic insecurity” (Tan in Birch: 48), associated with the country’s
colonial past. As its goal is to “create challenging indigenous and innovative theatre that touches
the heart and mind” (http://www.necessary.org/#/company/), it provides useful departure
points for ways of reaching new bilingual and multicultural audiences and promoting a dialogue
between creative practice and critical reflection.
Haresh Sharma has garnered a number of prestigious scholarships and awards, both at home
and abroad, including Singapore’s Young Artist Award and grants from the British Council and
the United States Information Service. His plays have been performed in the U.K., Australia,
the United States, Egypt, Taiwan, India, Korea, Hong Kong and Japan, among others; they
have attracted significant attention from scholars and artists alike, manifested in a large number
of journal and magazine articles and in two full-length critical studies.
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Christine Evans, Georgetown University, USA
Playwright, http://www.christine-evans-playwright.com

Changing the Rules of Appearance:
Adapting the VR Program Virtual Iraq for
Live Performance in You Are Dead. You
Are Here.
“What can appear in this space?” Tim Etchells’ question
about the empty stage directs attention to the politics of
representation—what are the rules of appearance here?
Who can be seen, and who or what is rendered invisible
or illegibly opaque by the rules (implied or stated)
structuring the space?
In video war games, a first-person-shooter perspective
dictates point-of-view and vanquished enemies
disappear cleanly from the screen. In real war, there are wounds to body, soul and society that
linger. Yet virtual tools, often based on technology developed through video gaming “mixedreality” training environments, computer simulations, drones) increasingly shape the waging of
war. They now now also aid in training for war and in veteran’s recovery from the experience.
One such tool, Virtual Iraq, has been adapted and developed from an early video-game, Full
Spectrum warrior, into a virtual-reality (VR) program used in US experimental military therapy
to treat PTSD.
This keynote outlines the four-year collaboration between our creative team (writer, media
designer, director) to further adapt and repurpose Virtual Iraq for the stage production You Are
Dead. You Are Here. The play stages the charged encounter between a U.S. soldier and an Iraqi
girl blogger through the lens of the technologies that connect them. I outline how the creative,
technical and critical approaches we brought to bear on researching and building this piece
were tested and at times completely scrapped and rebuilt, as we worked to subvert and expand
Virtual Iraq’s implied “rules of appearance” by ghosting its animated landscapes with the video
blog posts of an Iraqi teenage girl.
Christine Evans. Originally from Australia, Christine Evans is an internationally produced
playwright now resident in the U.S. Her work has been produced and developed at the
American Repertory Theater (Trojan Barbie, world premiere), Playbox Theatre, U.K., New
Vic (London), Belvoir St. Theatre (Sydney), the Adelaide International Festival of the Arts, Deck
Chair Theatre, Vitalstatistix, the Bay Area Playwrights Festival, the Magic Theatre, Theater
Simple, Live Girls!, Kitchen Dog Theatre, hotINK Play Festival, Bricolage Theatre,
Synchronicity Theatre, Perishable Theatre, New Jersey Rep, Crowded Fire, Ohio Theatre
(NYC), The Irish Rep (NYC), Boston Playwrights Theater, Rattlestick Theatre, the Women’s
Project and Cutting Ball.
Honors include an Australia Council for the Arts New Work Award, a Rockefeller Bellagio
Center Fellowship (2011), two MacDowell Colony Fellowships, a Millay Colony Fellowship, the
2007 Jane Chambers Playwriting Award; the 2009 Playwrights Theatre “Plays for the 21st
Century” Award; the 2009 Rhode Island State Council for the Arts Playwriting Fellowship,
followed by a 2012 Merit Award; a Fulbright Award in Visual and Performing Arts; the Rella
Lossy Playwriting Award; the Monash National Playwriting Award (Australia); the Weston
Award in Dramatic Writing; and Perishable Theatre’s Women’s Playwriting Award (2000 and
2001).
Christine holds an M.A. in Writing from University of Western Sydney, an M.F.A. (Playwriting)
and a Ph.D. (Theatre & Performance Studies) from Brown. She has lectured in playwriting at
Harvard University and is currently an Assistant Professor at Georgetown University.
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May-Brit Akerholt, University of Sydney
maybrit@bigmail.com

The Dramaturgy of Translation
The premise of this paper is that translation and dramaturgy are interdependent practices, and
both have an intimate link with performance. When “appropriating theatrical technique from
one culture to another” (Pavis), a translator has to explore the particular dramaturgy of the work
to be translated, find out how levels of meaning are orchestrated, and how linguistic structures
function. The aim of all translation, like dramaturgy, should be to open up for the complexities
of the dramatic dialogue and explore its possibilities with a view to performance at the end of
the journey.
My argument is based on two notions within translation theory: ‘equivalence’ and its close
companion ‘faithfulness’, and the relationship of both to translation as a ‘potential’ text only
until rehearsals. I see ‘equivalence’ as the aim to achieve a corresponding effect to that of the
original play rather than a linguistic ‘sameness’. A translation can be ‘literally unfaithful’, yet
faithful to the intention of the original text; it is faithful if it still respects the essence and the spirit
of the text (Nida’s ‘dynamic’ equivalence). As Borges said to his translator: “Write what I’m
trying to say, not what I’m saying.”
I illustrate my argument with a series of practical examples from my own experiences as
translator and production dramaturg. I believe the best place to develop and hone translation
skills and dramaturgical insights is the rehearsal room; this physical space where a translator
listens to the actors’ voices, watches their bodies move, and fine–tunes the text in collaboration
with the rest of the creative team. That is where a translator explores not only what is in the
text, but why it is there, and why it is where it is in this process I call the dramaturgy of
translation.
May-Brit Akerholt was Lecturer in Drama at NIDA, Dramaturg at Sydney Theatre
Company, and Artistic Director of the Australian National Playwrights’ Conference. She has
worked as dramaturg with a number of Australian playwrights. More than 20 of her translations
of plays from several languages have been produced by leading theatre companies in Australia.
Publications include “New Stages: Contemporary Theatre” in Cambridge Companion to Australian
Literature, a book on Patrick White’s drama, and several volumes of translations, including three
volumes of Jon Fosse’s plays by Oberon Books, London.
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Gillian Arrighi, University of Newcastle
gillian.arrighi@newcastle.edu.au

Circus translations: towards a cultural history of ‘social’ and ‘youth’
circus in Australia
Emerging from the community arts movement prevalent in Australia (and elsewhere) during the
1970s-1980s, community circus activity has, throughout the past four decades, evolved and
diversified into a web of creative participation that spans a variety of social, demographic, and
age groups across Australia. With its foundations firmly rooted in traditional circus performance
action, the impetus for community circus came not from the traditional circus sector but from
the many community arts programs and performance companies funded by government
initiatives during the 1970s.
A renewed upsurge in community circus activity occurred during the 1990s in the wake of
innovative and highly visible physical theatre and contemporary circus companies, a
development that mirrored similar trends overseas. These days, community circus activity
throughout Australia includes: recreational participation by different age/social groups in circus
arts training and community performance, as well as the application of circus arts programs as
creative interventions for people ‘at-risk’, or marginalised as a result of complex social factors
(social circus). Although linked intrinsically to traditional circus through its physical activities,
the primary goals of community circus are very different to the motivating drives of the
traditional circus.
Comprising an integral part of the contemporary Australian circus ecology—a field that
includes high profile professional companies, traditional family-based circuses, and circusinfused physical theatre, neo-burlesque, and street performance—the persistent phenomenon of
community circus has been left out of cultural and performance histories. This paper begins a
narrative history of community circus in Australia by focussing upon the two case studies of
Westside Circus in Melbourne and Flipside Circus in Brisbane.
Gillian Arrighi is a Senior Lecturer in Creative and Performing Arts in the School of Creative
Arts, at the University of Newcastle, Australia. Her research has been published in scholarly
journals such as Theatre Journal (on performing animals), Australasian Drama Studies (on circus
history and on teaching devised performance), New Theatre Quarterly (on children and the
entertainment industry), the Journal of Early Visual Popular Culture (on circus and Modernity),
Theatre Research International (on circus and Sumo) and in edited collections on topics such as
early-20th century amusement parks, and on the social construction of archives. Current
research projects include an ongoing investigation into the contribution of children to the global
entertainment industry (with Victor Emeljanow) and an expanding investigation into global
“youth” and “social” circus. She is associate editor of the scholarly e-journal, Popular Entertainment
Studies; her latest book (co-edited with Victor Emeljanow) is an edited volume of essays, A World
of Popular Entertainments. Current publishing projects include an edited volume for Palgrave
Macmillan titled Children and Entertainment: The Participation of Youth in the Entertainment Industry and
a monograph titled Shaping Nationhood, concerning the leading Australasian circus of the late-19th
and early-20th centuries, the FitzGerald Brothers’ Circus.
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Jane Pumai Awi, Queensland University of Technology
jane.awi@student.qut.edu.au

Kumul: A new folk opera form of applied theatre for HIV and AIDS
education in Papua New Guinea
This PhD research investigated the potential of folk opera as a tool for HIV and AIDS
education in Papua New Guinea. The researcher first investigated the indigenous performativity
and theatricality of Papua New Guineans, conducting an audit of eight selected performance
traditions in Papua New Guinea. The researcher then analysed these traditions and drew out
five cultural forms and twenty performance elements for further exploration. These elements
were fused and combined with theatre techniques from the western theatre tradition, through a
script development process involving Australian, Papua New Guinean and international
collaborators. The resulting folk opera, entitled “Kumul”, demonstrates what Murphy (2010)
has termed story force, picture force, and feeling force, in the service of a story designed to education
Papua New Guinean audiences about HIV and the need to adopt safer sexual practices
“Kumul” is the story of a young man faced with decisions on whether or not to engage in risky
sexual behaviours. Kumul’s narrative is carefully framed within selected Papua New Guinean
beliefs drawn from the audit to deliver HIV and AIDS messages using symbolic and metaphoric
communication techniques without offending people.
The researcher trialled the folk opera ‘Kumul’ in two communities in Papua New Guinea: a
village community and a settlement area. Kumul is recognisable to Papua New Guinean
audiences because it reflects their lifestyle and the worldview, which connects them to their
beliefs and spirituality, and the larger cosmological order. Feedback from audience members
indicated that the performance facilitated HIV and AIDS communication, increased people’s
awareness of HIV and AIDS, and encouraged behaviour change. Tellingly, in one performance
venue, forty people queued for Voluntary Testing and Counselling immediately after the
performance.
This encouraging result indicates that the “Kumul” folk opera form of applied theatre could be
useful for facilitating communication and education regarding sexual health and safer sexual
behaviours in Papua New Guinea. Feedback from participants, audience members and other
research stakeholders suggests that the form might also be adapted to address other social and
development issues, particularly in the areas of health and social justice.
Jane Pumai Awi is from Papua New Guinea (PNG). She has just completed her PhD at The
Queensland University of Technology, Australia. Her PhD research examined the indigenous
performance elements and genres and harnessed it to create new form of applied theatre for
HIV and AIDS education Papua New Guinea. Jane has a Bachelor of Arts in Literature and
Performing Arts from The University of Papua New Guinea (1998-2002). She also has a Master
of Arts from The University of Queensland from 2003-2004. She taught Literature and HIV
and AIDS Education at the University of Goroka in Papua New Guinea for the last five year
before resuming her PhD study in 2010. Jane’s research interest is in HIV and AIDS education
and awareness, community theatre and oral literature and cultural studies and performance.
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Christine Babinskas, Victoria University
christine.babinskas@vu.edu.au

Take 2: perception and attention of the everyday as a performative
practice
‘Take 2’ is the title of a performed paper containing sound, visual and movement examples
relating to a practical exploration of a particular body of knowledge and it’s relationship to the
everyday environment. Initially occurring as an incidental practice and way of encountering the
environment. Developing out of a captivating sensory overload of physical information
emanating from the everyday environment and an immersion in moving and being moved. The
notion of translation refers to a range of dance and movement concepts and the process of
attention that allows a resonance to be perceived in the surrounding world. The task of
capturing and elucidating those observations has allowed a line of inquiry to continue through
various experiments with sound and visual technology. This adaption of one form to another
has the additional benefit of providing a diverse range of opportunities to refine a movement
practice. Additionally, it allows for an active engagement with the surrounding environment to
find expression irrespective of age or technical virtuosity.
Christine Babinskas has an eclectic professional performance history, from classical ballet in
the early 1970’s through to contemporary repertoire and eventually collaborating with
composers and visual artists in a variety of contexts and environments throughout Australia. A
continuing practice as a dancer includes performing in ‘Dance for the time being’ by Russell
Dumas at the Baryshnikov Centre in New York, 2010. Her recently completed PhD
encapsulated what continues to be ongoing interests including; improvisation, photography,
sculpture, environmental sound recording, performance and installation. Christine is currently a
senior lecturer in Performance Studies at Victoria University.
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Lekan Balogun, Victoria University of Wellington
alaafinatiba@ymail.com

Otaelo: Reading Shakespeare’s Othello in Igbo Culture
Adaptations involve the translation or the transposition of an original text into another form-rendering of the plays of other cultures in terms of place, time, title and sometimes framework
and thematic concern, without losing the dramatic quality. The essence of adaptation, what
Adeoti calls “looking back on the ancients”(4), foregrounds the liberal humanist concern about
the world that is to Barry “essentially unchanging”(18). Shakespeare has enjoyed tremendous
attention, in terms of the adaptation of his works by African, Caribbean and dramatists of other
climes than perhaps any other writers known. Several of his works have yielded to “recontextualising” or “transculturation” (Hutcheon146), which allowed for, in the opinion of
Conteh-Morgan and Olaniyan, “inter-cultural negotiations” (53). This paper examines one of
such efforts, Otaelo, by Ahmed Yerima, a foremost Nigerian dramatist, whose dramaturgy is
marked by the clear-cut evidence of the influence of Soyinka’s Ogun tragedy, that owes its
conception to Nietzsche’s and “best understood in Hellenic values as a totality of the Dionysian,
Apollonian and Promethean virtues”(Soyinka 231). He merges indigenous cultural material with
Western model, in his adaptation of Othello, to “re-work Shakespeare in African terms”, as
argued by Banham et al(287). With the Igbo Osu caste system, a ritual and cultural practice that
separates rather than unite the people as his central focus of attention, he draws attention to the
sameness and difference between the source text and the adaptation, much as the play engages
with the postcolonial reality and concern of the African society in a fast changing world.
Keywords: culture, Osu, ritual, adaptation, Shakespeare, postcolonial, Other(ness)]
Lekan Balogun holds a Bachelor of Arts and Master’s degree (with Distinction) in Theatre
Arts from the Department of Creative Arts, University of Lagos, Akoka, Nigeria. He is a
dramatist and theatre director. He has written plays for the National Association of Nigerian
Theatre Arts Practitioners’(NANTAP) featuring in Festival of Nigerian Plays (FESTINA) since
2003. He was on the Royal Court Theatre, London project New Writing in Nigeria, sponsored by
the British Council, Nigeria and the GENESIS Foundation, UK. He collaborated and wrote
dialogue for an international production of The Power Play, by the German-based theatre
company, FLINN THEATER, which opened to public viewing in September, 2012 at
Kulturhaus Dock 4, Germany and Harlem Remembered, selected for the Black Atlanta Theatre
Festival, held in Atlanta Georgia, USA in October, 2012. His paper; “The Other Perspective:
Adaptation as a Tool of (Re) Presentation” was read at the 2012 African Studies Institute,
University of Georgia, Athens, USA, International Conference on Africa and its Diaspora with
the theme; Africa and its Diaspora: Expressions of Indigenous and Local Knowledge. He won a
Doctoral Fellowship of the Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand in 2012 and his
research project is entitled: “Orisha, Adaptation and the Departure from Shakespearean
Tradition”
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André Bastian, Monash University
andre.bastian@monash.edu

The Risk is in the Transfer, Or Does Jelinek Really Belong to
Austr(al)ia?
Is it tokenistic to cast an Indigenous actress in the role of American first lady to the 34th
President of the United States of America, Jackie Kennedy, in a play written by an Austrian
Nobel Laureate? Some audiences and critics might answer the question with a clear ‘yes’ once
they have learnt that the director’s identity is male, white and European. What is my
contribution as an immigrant director to Australian theatre supposed to be? What am I allowed
to do? What can I say and what should I withhold? These questions, rather uncommon to
German Regietheater, became pressing during the rehearsals of Elfriede Jelinek’s “Princess
Dramas” at Melbourne’s Red Stitch Actors Theater in 2011. From the perspective of an
‘arriving (German) theatre director’, this paper will discuss the ethical implications of staging the
first production of a Jelinek work in Australia, taking into account Janelle Reinelt’s recent call
for more responsible action by artists in a society that cherishes “harmony in diversity”. Jelinek
is known for her complex writing strategies, her choice of controversial topics and use of
language that is often described as violent and hurtful to the feelings of her audiences. Reinelt
suggests scrutinising an often frivolous use of the term censorship when artistic restraint might
be judicious; and she proposes to reappropriate the concept of political correctness (PC) for the
realm of artistic creation in a manner that truly respects the vulnerability of minorities. Moving
between these two extremes, the paper will explore issues of cultural transfer in an increasingly
globalised world: adaptation vs appropriation; empowering strategies of mise-en-scène and their
disempowering consequences; and what seems to be an impossible effort to avoid the ‘violence
of categories’ (Maryrose Casey after Levinas) in a world still obsessed with questions of identity.
André Bastian is a German born Australian theatre practitioner (director, dramaturge, author,
translator); Ldo. in Spanish Philology (Granada/Spain) who has recently finished his PhD
project at Monash University/Melbourne in the area of Theatre Performance. Title:
“Recovering Jelinek for the English-Speaking Stage – Problems of Intercultural Transfer and
Theatrical Strategies to Fill the ‘Gap of Translation’”.
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Hugo Belviso, WAAPA, Edith Cowan University
fiore55@yahoo.com

Jekyll’s Hide Translating the unfamiliar through Butoh and Jerry Lewis
This paper will outline selected methods of creating new performance involving Japanese
‘Butoh’ dance-theatre devising techniques and the work of American filmmaker/comic Jerry
Lewis in the translation of text adaptation in performance. Viktor Shklovsky suggests (cited in
Hale, 2006, p. 20) “the technique of art is to make objects ‘unfamiliar’, to make forms difficult,
to increase the difficulty and length of perception because the process of perception is an
aesthetic end in itself and must be prolonged”. This paper will map out my larger research
project that involves devising new performance that embraces notions of the ‘illogical’ and the
‘unfamiliar’. Using Robert Louis Stevenson’s Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde as a
departure point, I will incorporate selected ideas and methodologies both from Butoh and from
the work of Jerry Lewis, with the aim of developing performance that is both engaging and
immediate. Using Robert Louis Stevenson’s Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde as a
departure point, I will incorporate selected ideas and methodologies both from Butoh and from
the work of Jerry Lewis, with the aim of developing performance that is both engaging and
immediate. In this way, Butoh (as a practice) and Lewis (as a film maker/auteur) embrace the
‘unfamiliar’ which I argue enables other layers of meaning to be revealed and or translated from
the original extant text. The extremes in physical style, tempo, rhythm, movement, presence,
simplicity, gesture and pause of Butoh and Lewis, can be an exciting addition to the field of
adaption in performance and it is these extremes that renders these performance styles amusing,
bizarre, unfamiliar, confronting and inevitably, memorable.
Hugo Belviso has been involved with teaching, theatre making and film at various levels for
over a decade, both in Australia and in Japan. His interests lie predominantly in the areas of
physical expression, comedy and in devising new work. Hugo’s current research as a PhD
candidate (Jekyll’s Hide) mixes forms and ideas from past practitioners in group devising
workshops with elements of text.
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Jonathan Bollen, Flinders University
jonathan.bollen@flinders.edu.au

From The Silver Lining to The Roaring Days! Amateur theatre and
social class in Broken Hill, 1940s-1960s
From data collated in AusStage on the Broken Hill Repertory Society, 841 people (444 men,
397 women) are credited for their contributions to productions between 1945 and 1969. Who
were these people? What practical capacities did they bring to the Repertory? What social
values did their productions express? Like amateur theatres elsewhere, the Broken Hill
Repertory operated on voluntary labour, but the interests of its contributors were not purely
amateur. Repertory activities intersected with the commercial interests of the town employers,
the managerial interests of the mining companies, and the interests of those ‘self-employed’ in
building local careers in dance, music, radio and theatre.
Through the selection of plays and preference for genres, the Repertory expressed a discourse
on social class; in many productions, players enacted stories of social mobility, progress and
change. The Repertory achieved national prominence in 1964 with The Roaring Days!, a musical
about the discovery of ore and the development of mining in Broken Hill. Comparison withThe
Silver Lining, another locally-written musical, produced in 1942 by the safety officer of the South
Mine, reveals the class interests that converged in the Repertory. The Roaring Days! was a
celebration of mining management and civic progress. The interests of working miners were not
represented, even though they formed up to 18% of the city’s population.
Jonathan Bollen has taught theatre, dance and performance studies at Flinders University,
Monash University and the University of New England. He has received research fellowships
from the Australian Research Council and the National Film and Sound Archive. He is coauthor of Men at Play: Masculinities in Australian Theatre since the 1950s and a contributor to
AusStage. His current research traces Australian connections with entertainment in Hong
Kong, Manila, Singapore, Taipei and Tokyo.
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Maryrose Casey, Monash University
maryrose.casey@monash.edu

Not Translating for the coloniser: Demanding an active audience
Within Aboriginal Australian traditional practices performances for entertainment were
bartered and gifted and in the process these performances crossed the continent. These traded
performances were not translated and would be performed in the original language whether the
performers or audience understood it or not. This respect for the original creator and
performance stems from a range of factors including practices of reciprocity. In the long
nineteenth century when Aboriginal initiated performances were a strong feature of local
entertainment for the settler audiences, the songs, poetry and dialogue within the performances
were not translated from Aboriginal languages, nor were their meanings explained or the
content modified. This was true of performances of all the different genres including comedies
that satirised colonisation and the colonisers. This paper examines some of the dynamics and
power relationships at play between Aboriginal performers and non-Aboriginal audiences in this
process of non-translation.
Associate Professor Maryrose Casey is Director of the Music, Theatre and Performance
HDR program at Monash University. Her major publications include Creating Frames;
Contemporary Indigenous Theatre (UQP 2004), Transnational Whiteness Matters (Rowan Littlefield 2008)
and Telling Stories Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Performance (ASP 2012). She is currently an
ARC Future Fellow and a Buffalo Bill Historical Centre Fellow.
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Kar Yue Chan, The Open University of Hong Kong
kkychan@ouhk.edu.hk

The Translator’s Ambivalent Role in ‘Adapting’ Classical Chinese
Poetry into English
To serve as a cultural broker, a translator’s task, on the one hand, is supposed to bridge the vast
cultural gap between the two languages involved in the translation activity; on the other hand
try hard to maintain either the cultural specifications in the source and/or the target language(s).
It has always been hard for any translators to strike a balance between these factors because
there is after all loss and gain no matter how profoundly the cultural gaps are filled.
Literary texts are considered more difficult to deal with as there are issues of figurative speeches,
specific expressions and undertones (overtones) in the texts to tackle. The poetic genre is even
harder as there are extraordinary formats and rules for a poet, and thus for the translator, to
follow. Classical Chinese poetry possesses distinctive specifications and stipulations which are
quite distant from that of English poetry. As we have a popular saying in the translation field
that “a translator should also act as an artist,” we are almost confident that a translator is able to
express a similar expression as what the original poet has illustrated.
In this way, if a translator is deemed to be an artist, how does he identify his role in translating
classical Chinese poetry into English? Should he just be a translator, or presume himself to be
the original poet? Or both? This is an interesting question to look into because the Western way
of analyzing poetry is quite different from the traditional Chinese one. However the ancient
Chinese people were already dedicated to dig into the inner mind or psychology of the original
poet when they were appreciating poetry in the way of expressing their emotions or soothing
their minds. They did try to compare the trivial psychological sentiments of the poet by merging
together the “feelings” of their own and the object upon comparison. To put it in another way,
the poet incorporated himself with the “psychology” of the object.
When doing translation, or ‘adaptation’ for this kind of genres, the translator, to learn from the
poet in a certain way, should also incorporate his own psychological condition with the poetic
text. In other words he should address himself the perfect role of a translator who is responsible
for rendering the poem into another language, and on the other hand presume himself to merge
with the role of the poet. Although these can hardly be accomplished at the same time,
ambivalence in actual scenario and identity must be revealed during the process. This paper is
to analyze the way to what extent a translator could assume the two ambivalent roles. It has,
ultimately, been an ideal for a translator to become an artist too.
Dr Kar Yue CHAN is currently an assistant professor in language and translation at the Open
University of Hong Kong, teaching undergraduate and postgraduate courses on culture and
translation, and literary translation. She also supervises translation and research projects for
undergraduate and postgraduate students. Her research interests include literary translation,
women’s studies, cross-cultural studies and classical Chinese literature (poetry).
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Russya Connor, WAAPA, Edith Cowen University
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Performance experiments from environments to stage: Translating,
interpreting, transposing
In the creative work derived from my research into performing in underwater and aerial
environments, transposing activities and languages from one medium to another posed
interesting challenges. My work deeply resonates with the German romantics, especially with
the ideas of Rilke, whose poetry I have used throughout my work to verbally communicate and
enhance the emerging images. Romantic poetry expresses moods, feelings and experiences with
the intent to evoke emotions in the viewer. Gefühlsbetontheit der Empfindsamkeit (emotionalism of
sensitivity) fosters a subjective Weltanschauung (subjective belief about the world), wherein scenes
in nature are depicted as expressive of the soul within them. The so-called Universalpoesie
(universal poetry) tried to connect dream and reality, poetry and real life in Wechselbezug (an
exchange relation), weaving the experimental, science, art and poetry in lyrics and literature
together.
Physical immersion in water affords a different gravitational state that can change a performer’s
perception and affect cognitive knowledge corporeally. The projection of underwater filming
and the construction of aerial movement for the stage were fused or translated from experiences
encountered in nature (the outside) to the theatre (inside) to evoke such sensations. The paper
also outlines my attempt to adapt the underwater and aerial work with the ideas expressed in
romantics drawn from my culture of origin, Germany, using both languages to explore the
inherent interpretation of every translation.
Russya Connor has a diverse performance history as an actor, dancer and choreographer in
her native Germany. Since moving to Australia several years ago Russya has been involved in a
range of films, theatre and dance performances. Her current solo work blends visual arts,
performance art, physical theatre and aerial dance. At present Russya is in her last year of her
PhD studies into the area of contemporary performance, which has taken her from the depths of
the ocean to the heights of the atmosphere, as well as into close proximity with her audiences in
her explorations of the poetics of gravity.
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Panel Discussion – Staging Trojan Barbie, Staging Adaptation:
Producing Dramatic Adaptations in the Contexts of Creative Arts
Student Training and Independent Theatre Making
“Staging Trojan Barbie, Staging Adaptation” is a collaborative project running between February
and July 2013 with the participation of visiting artist Christine Evans (playwright, Georgetown
University), AC Arts and Flinders University’ Drama Centre. It exposes creative arts students to
industry experiences by engaging them in a process of co-creation, designing and workshopping
a performance piece in dialogue with its author, while being mentored by high-calibre staff with
award-winning industry expertise. In addition to exploring the educational and creative
possibilities of mentoring and artistic collaboration, it introduces students to key principles of
practice-led research that allow them to reflect on their training and creative practice. As
Christine Evans’ play is a free adaptation of Euripides’ Trojan Women, “Staging Trojan Barbie,
Staging Adaptation” responds to the 2013 ADSA conference’s theme by opening possibilities for
students to investigate both the theory and practice of stage adaptation and cultural translation.
The project culminates with a production at the Drama Centre’s Dance Studio in mid July; we
propose, therefore, that two of the performances (July 9-13 2013) be open to ADSA conference
delegates. We also propose to organise a follow-up panel discussion that draws on the staging of
Trojan Barbie and addresses the following topics: producing dramatic adaptations in the
contexts of creative arts student training; independent theatre making; creative and professional
development opportunities; creative producing, creative development and touring opportunities
available for new work in Australia; and international networking. The plan to invite Christine
Evans, Emma Webb (Vitalstatistix), and a representative from the Managing and Producing
Services (MAPS) to participate in this panel discussion, together with Drama Centre and AC
Arts mentoring staff and recent graduates from both educational institutions.
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The curating of a repertoire: Plays performed by Broken Hill Repertory
Society, 1945-1969
In the years 1945 to 1969, the BHRS performed 144 plays. Only two plays were performed
twice: Private Lives (1946, 1955) and Outward Bound (1947, 1957). Broken Hill’s repertory, which
had a continuous life through these years and beyond, performed mostly British plays, although
during two discrete periods (1945-1954 and 1960-1968), a significant number of American plays
were staged. Decisions of plays for performance were made in each year, from a pool which
included the continuing output of Samuel French scripts, and plays being performed elsewhere
in Australia by amateur and professional companies of which the BHRS had connection or
knowledge. Curatorial decisions for what was, in most years, a six production season, were made
from this knowledge, augmented by local experience: what kinds of plays had been popular in
the past with actors and audience; what local resources of producers and actors could manage
on the stage; and with an eye to maintaining and growing an audience. A considerable number
of the plays performed sat in a chain of adaptation, linked to short stories, novels, and film. The
shape of the repertoire was subject to some changes of direction. In 1957 there was a return to
middle-brow plays by British playwrights, whose work had served the society well in the past. In
the early 1960s there was a move to include an Australian play and a musical in the yearly
offerings.
In this presentation, an overview of this repertoire is attempted, through an examination of the
plays performed in the initial period (1945-1947), and the productions in a particular year (1965)
which marked the establishment of a new pattern in the construction of a season. The
resonances between the plays performed in those two periods, and their connections with other
plays from throughout the whole repertoire, are examined. Threaded through the repertoire
examined are plays concerned with subjects such as: time; political and social systems; major
historical moments, especially war and its aftermath; the sexual agency of women; and anxiety
about masculinity. In this presentation there will be an examination of ways in which these
threads resonate with historical and contemporary lives lived within the city of Broken Hill.
There will also be an exploration of whether the high proportion of active Repertory members
who were not ‘locals’, but ‘from away’, meant that such members were in a position to better
perceive the salience to local conditions of many of the plays produced.
Murray Couch is a sociologist. He has an adjunct position with the Australian Research
Centre in Sex, Health and Society, La Trobe University. His research interests have been in sex,
sexual health, and sexuality. He has worked on national and Asia-Pacific projects. Recently he
has been associated with data collection on a project documenting productions of the Broken
Hill Repertory Society since the end of WWII.
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Terence Crawford, Adelaide College of the Arts
macra@iprimus.com.au

We call upon the actor to translate: Cultural viscosity as essential
theatre practice
This paper begins with a premise that all theatre is an act of translation. All source material – be
it an extant play script, a social moment or the biographical fragment of a leading artist – has its
cultural source, and in order for it to grow to art, must be translated through – or subsumed by
– the culture of the artists, toward the culture of its receivers/audience. This is achieved,
Bourdieu suggests, through the negotiation of ‘level(s) of reception’, by delivering a continual
‘code for deciphering’ the performed or assumed culture, drawn from the source culture, to the
audience. In most cases, this ‘re-coding’ is held to be a literary, visionary and aesthetic
projection; the domain of the playwright/adaptor, director and designer; a pre-emptive strike
upon the phenomenon of reception; a series of acts of artistic clairvoyance.
This paper looks at the translational role and effect of the actor, through instances of cultural
discontinuity, disruption and (dis)location. My experiences of directing women in nominally
male Shakespearean roles is examined as foreground to the experience of directing Chekhov’s
Seagull with a multi-racial cast, in a multi-lingual production within Singapore’s intercultural
Theatre Training and Research Programme (TTRP). The distinctive and unavoidable cultural
markers of gender, race and language provide apertures through which to wonder on the
cultural, translational challenges and privileges of acting, and the liberations that may be
afforded the theatre when it assumes multi-culture as a founding principle, inter-culturality as a
central project, and translation as a phenomenon of ‘the moment’.
Terence Crawford is an actor, director and playwright. His most recent performance was as
Brack in State Theatre Company of SA’s Helpmann-nominated production of Hedda Gabler. He
has adapted Chekhov’s Ivanov and The Bear, and a Michel Tournier’s short story into his play,
Pierrot and Columbine. His Masters was achieved with a dissertation on Chekhov’s dramatic effect
cast across an Australian cultural landscape, and is currently undertaking his PhD at University
of Sydney in the area of actors’ interests beyond the fictive, and toward broader artistic, social
and political entanglements in their everyday practice. He is among Australia’s most
experienced acting teachers, has published two books on acting, Trade secrets: Australian actors and
their craft (2005) and Dimensions of acting: An Australian approach (2011). Terence is currently Head
of Acting at Adelaide College of the Arts.
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James Davenport, Victoria University of Wellington, james.davenport@vuw.ac.nz
Jennifer Eccles, designer

Beyond Sustainability: Growing Scenography
In November 2012 while hiking through the Pinnacles, a track owned by the New Zealand
Department of Conservation, we surprisingly came upon an unseasonal snowdrift. Although
convincing, on closer inspection we assessed that what appeared to be snow was actually
granulated Styrofoam. We later discovered from a colleague who works for Weta Workshop
that this artificial snow, eco-collateral damage, had been used during the shooting of the multimillion dollar budget film The Hobbit some weeks earlier.
The use of unsustainable materials within the practice of theatre and film are commonly used
then discarded into landfills. Hazardous non-recyclable materials, like Poly Styrene, are also
used in many businesses and industries worldwide. This has created a long-term ecological
disaster. A 1986 report by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) states that the
manufacturing of polystyrene is the 5th largest creator of hazardous solid waste. 20 years later
businesses interested in developing sustainable products are now exploring more sustainable
alternatives. As an example, Eben Bayer co-invented MycoBond as a replacement to Styrofoam
for the packaging and insulation industries. MycoBond is an organic adhesive made from parts
of mushrooms called mycelium, which turns agriculture waste into a foam-like material. Bayer
states in his 2010 TED talk that about 20 billion US dollars of Styrofoam is produced every year
and that the US EPA estimates that Styrofoam occupies 25% of landfills “…They [plastics] are
basically fouling up the earth’s respiratory and circulatory systems” (Eben, 2010).
This practice-based research explores the working questions: to what degree can theatre and
film designers develop a scenographic eco-cycle where set materials can return to the natural
environment as fuel? What precent of a set can be grown, composted and then used as fertilizer
in the local community garden located outside one of Victoria University of Wellington’s theatre
venues? Within these questions we will focus on adapting the technologies and methodologies
developed by eco-entrepreneurs like Eban Bayer, into growing a hybrid theatrical performance
design. This case study tests the use of mycelium; moulds and agri-waste that cultivate and grow
curved scenic-wall units for a theoretical design for Marc Camoletti’s French farce “Boeing
Boeing”.
Finally we will discuss: the potential for an interdisciplinary project between the Biological
Sciences Department and the Theatre Programme at Victoria University of Wellington, and
how this collaboration can be used to challenge unsustainable practices in the wider performing
arts community.
James Davenport MFA is a Lecturer in Theatre at Victoria University of Wellington,
Aotearoa/ New Zealand. James has worked professionally as an actor, scenic designer, and
mask maker in Theatre, Film and Television internationally over the last 20 years. His
scenographic practice includes designing for the recent TEDxHonolulu conference in Hawaii,
and multiple productions at Theaters in Hawaii. He has toured to Edinburgh, China, LA, and
Washington DC. James was assistant director and actor for the feature film The Land Has Eyes by
Vilsoni Hereniko shot on the island of Rotuma. His field of research is in developing sustainable
scenographic design and teaching methodologies.
Jennifer Eccles BA (Hons) has worked professionally in Hawaii as co-designer for Mark
Brown’s Around The World In 80 Days, Yasmina Reza’s God of Carnage and most recently for Marc
Camoletti’s Boeing Boeing. Within New Zealand Jennifer has volunteered in the art department
and as a performer for Weta Workshop’s Project Born 2012. Jennifer completed Honours in
Theatre at Victoria University of Wellington. Some of her Theatre credits while at VUW
include working as director and set designer for Kobo Abe’s The Man Who Turned Into A Stick and
co-set designer for Oscar Wilde’s Salome.
!
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Jennifer De Leon, Artist
jennydancer@paradise.net.nz

Translation in the being and presentation of a dancer/dance
psychotherapist
This presentation reflects the practice and being of a dancer – a psychotherapist – and a dance
psychotherapist. The combination is neither straightforward nor uncomplicated and is thus a
constant and dynamic process of translation, transformation, disruption. In the danced
component of this presentation the dance is a unique expression of the choreographer/dancer. I
suggest that in bringing the dance to its eventual performance the choreographer/dancer enacts
an arcane but necessary process of translation, transformation, disruption. I suggest further that
for the viewer/audience there is a similar process as he or she seeks to interpret – understand –
unravel – make meaning. If the dance as the presenting agency of its creator-choreographer is
the forefront or ‘figure’ of her praxis there coexists a fundament or ‘ground’ from which it is
distinguished. I suggest this process of distinguishing is an act of translation and because the
outcome is never absolute or certain the process is either transformative, disruptive, or both.
In recent writing (ATA: Journal of Psychotherapy Aotearoa New Zealand – 2012) I explore the
concept of relinquishment. The exploration reveals that relinquishment is core to the how and
why of my work. Whilst the on-stage performance can be seen as manifestation of praxis,
undergirding this is a training, a discipline – it is here that the practice of relinquishment is
integral, or core. How might this show up? Is it an abdication of power or something quite
other, a claiming of choice and personal responsibility? I suggest that whilst some essence of this
can be apparent in performance it is essentially non-representable and therefore contributive to
a disquiet that manifests in disruption of relations both with self and other. Continuing the
theme of ‘figure’ and ‘ground’ – one could interpret the dance as ‘figure’ and the training as
‘ground’. Since the concept figure / ground fully depends on the observer and not on the article
itself (Carlson, 2010), this suggests it is the observer’s observing that calls into being the figureness of the dance. I reflect upon the possibility that it is the observer who therefore holds all the
power.
I suggest, however, that relinquishment could also be seen to be a co-participatory function, the
full-hearted engagement of both performer and observer (audience). In a praxis in which the
dynamics of translation – transformation – disruption and the non-representable are at play,
abstract concepts as melody/harmony, subject/background and positive/negative space are
present. One way of exploring this subtlety (complexity) is to employ the theory of semiotics. If
semiotics is the mind’s reading then the bodily (danced) expression could be seen as the symbol,
the artifact upon which the translation (interpretation) hangs. The urge we have towards
meaning making (Frankl, 1946) – towards coherent translation is echoed here, “The symbol by
its very nature can so unite the opposites that these no longer diverge or clash but mutually
supplement one another and give meaningful shape to life” (Jung,C.G, 1965, p. 338). I
demonstrate a translation that is innovative and has potential to be transformational …
Jennifer De Leon. Dance choreographer, performer, teacher and Director of Poyema Dance
Company. Trained in NZ, London and USA. Psychotherapist and dance therapist in private
practice. Member NZ Association of Psychotherapists, Master of Health Science degree,
certified in Laban Movement Fundamentals, Master Practitioner Neuro Linguistic
Programming, numerous international publications, long term Bikram practitioner. Other areas
of interest include my children and my faith.
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Peter Eckersall, University of Melbourne
eckersal@unimelb.edu.au

Change and transformation: theatre as new media dramaturgy. A
study of Kris Verdonck and the structure of ‘end time’
Connections between ‘new dramaturgy’ (Kerkhoven) and new media lie at the centre of an
emergent paradigm that we call new media dramaturgy or NMD. NMD offers new perspectives
on performance and politics. An example of this is Kris Verdonck’s work- parts visual art,
performance, and philosophical treatise on theatre and the apocalypse. It poses questions about
ecological and geopolitical problems while also offering an idea of how we experience
catastrophe in the theatrical imagination. This paper explores Verdonck and Kerkhoven’s call
to ‘listen to the bloody machine’ of theatre (2012). The machine in question is the theatrical
process, theorised as an interwoven transformational dramaturgy of labour, creativity, humans
and machines, and ideas and artistic practices. The paper will explore how Verdonck’s work
poses new ways of theorising theatre and the political condition.
Peter Eckersall is Associate Professor in Theatre Studies in the School of Culture and
Communication, University of Melbourne. His research interests include contemporary
Japanese theatre and culture, experimental performance and dramaturgy. His publications
include Theorising the Angura Space: avant-garde performance and politics in Japan 1960-2000 (Brill
Academic, 2006) and Kawamura Takeshi’s Nippon Wars and Other Plays (Seagull Books, 2011). He is
visiting fellow in the Centre for Interweaving Performance Cultures at the Freie Universität.
Peter has also worked in contemporary performance for 30 years as a performer, director and
for the last 15 years as a dramaturg. He is the resident dramaturg for the performance group
Not Yet It’s Difficult (NYID). NYID’s performance and media works are widely known in
Australia, Asia and Europe.
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Miguel Escobar, National University of Singapore
m.escobar@nus.edu.sg

Digital Ecologies of Mediation: The Role of Translation in an Online
Archive
This presentation will address the key issues surrounding the development and implementation
of translations for an online multimedia archive, using the forthcoming Contemporary Wayang
Archive (CWA) as an example.
In 2012, I travelled around Java, Indonesia with the objective of collecting, recording and
translating videos of wayang kontemporer. These performances are re-elaborations of Wayang Kulit,
Java’s oldest and most prestigious tradition, that address topical concerns such as environmental
threats, youth culture, politics and changing ideas about the role of art. The two dozen resulting
videos will be part of a freely-accesible, online digital archive.
The objective of the archive is to make these performances available to an international
audience. The translation in the form of subtitles is just one among a number of strategies aimed
at providing contextual explanations for the performances within what I propose to describe as a
Digital Mediation Ecology. The rest of these strategies are: 1) the selection of shots in the video
editing process, 2) cultural background notes, 3) the website’s interface, and 4) the translation
notes. These strategies imply a specific addressee or user: someone who is culturally removed
from the context of the performances. If poorly implemented, these strategies run the risk of
essentializing the mutual foreigness of the performers and the viewers.
In order to avoid this reductionist approach, the presentation philosophy of the project aims to
consider the translation and the rest of these mediating stragies as creative and interlocking
processes that can foster a dialogic interaction with the performances.
Miguel Escobar is a PhD Candidate at Theatre Studies Programme of the National
University of Singapore (NUS). He has worked as a teacher, translator, performer and web
developer in Mexico, The Netherlands, Indonesia and Singapore.
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Megan Evans, Victoria University of Wellington
megan.evans@vuw.ac.nz

Translating Instability: Adapting and Staging Madam X and Mister Q,
based on the book Five Spice Street by Can Xue
This project developed a stage adaptation of important avant garde Chinese writer Can Xue’s
book Five Spice Street.The novel viciously dissects the machinery of scandal in an insular
neighbourhood as the identity, actions, motivations and arguable supernatural powers of
‘Madam X’ are debated from conflicting points of view. While a writer can readily destabilize
narrative through descriptive manipulation of language, disrupting a staged narrative presents
unique challenges. Spectators are already charged with the duty of ‘suspending disbelief’ and
engaging their imaginative faculties to fill in the blanks of the fictional world left by the physical
limits of a stage. One actor taking several roles and tag-team portrayals of a single character by
multiple actors are commonplace. At the same time, the spectator’s awareness that she or he
shares the same physical space as the actors works to stabilize the spectator-actor relationship,
which in turn frames the spectator’s reception of fictional/dramatic elements and makes the
narrative inconsistencies of the novel (Is Madam X 22 or 50 years old?, Is she sexy or completely
devoid of sex? Does Madam X even exist?) difficult to achieve onstage. In this production,
Madam X was portrayed through puppetry. We attempted to establish a deep emotional
connection between the puppet and her own puppeteer that was disrupted when other
characters ‘kidnapped’ the puppet to portray events from their own self-serving points of view.
In this presentation I will analyse key examples from the production in relation to the literary
devices deployed by Can Xue.
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Catherine Fargher, Macquarie University
catherine.fargher@mq.edu.au or catherinefargherwriter@gmail.com

Staging Changes: Multi-media translations: adaptation practices
across genres, media and forms Or “From Play to itunes store in ten
easy stages…..”
What stages does a writer go through to adapt a play from stage to an interactive storybook,
destined for the Apple itunes store?
The Dr Egg Adventures will be cutting edge trans-media children’s entertainment– storytelling for
the 21st Century family. Exploring biotech science and ethics, this trans-media project seeks to
engage kids via embedded gaming mechanics and animation within an interactive story-world.
The main user experience whilst gaming will be to ‘collect’ objects such as seeds or body parts,
making ethical choices about creation and destruction, encouraging scientific investigation
around systematic collecting and ethical decision-making.
However, instead of taking its basis from a cartoon or picture book, this work is adapted from
the author’s AWGIE award winning and Jeff Awards nominates internationally successful
theatre show Dr Egg and The Man With No Ear. The play was originally dramaturged for it’s
scientific content by SymbioticA’s leading Science-Art practitioner Dr Ionatt Zurr, and the work
references real scientific and ethical dilemmas, such as therapeutic stem cell technologies,
cloning, xeno-transplantation and ethical laboratory practices. Now the Literature and InterArts boards of the Australia Council have funded the writing of interactive pathways and
production of the multi media assets.
The first trans-media iteration of the play, which is currently in development, is an interactive
storybook App that is set in a fantastical interactive laboratory and explores cloning and genetic
modification through the eyes of three young characters. The storyworld has strong educational
and cross-platform potential extending into interactive publications, web browsers, TV
episodes/webisodes, mobile cross-platform apps, and games for a largely 8-13 year old
audience.
This presentation will outline the stages of development from theatre show to interactive storyworld, via digital vision think-tanks, storyboarding, and cross-form collaborations between
theatre designers, writers and actors, and interactive developers, digital start up hubs, game
sound designers and venture capital funders.
Catherine Fargher is an AWGIE award winning scriptwriter, whose scripts have been
produced for radio, puppetry, hybrid performance, theatre and children’s theatre by Sydney
Opera House, Redmoon Theatre Chicago, Experimental Art Foundation/Vitalstatistix (SA),
ABC Radio Airplay, Succulent Terrapin Puppet Theatre, Vitalstatistix National Women’s
Theatre, Sidetrack Performance Group, Death Defying Theatre, and Theatre of the Deaf. She
has performed widely in Cabaret and performance in Australia and the UK and US.
In 2008 she completed a Doctorate of Creative Arts at Wollongong University where she
developed performance texts from a series of original bio-ethical fables. Her play Dr Egg and the
Man with No Ear, a puppet theatre and new media production (Sydney Opera House) has
received critical acclaim and toured the US and Canada from 2008-2010. She is currently
developing an interactive storybook, The Dr Egg Adventures, as part of Dr Egg Digital funded by
the Literature Brd and Inter-arts fund of the Australia Council. She is currently teaching
scriptwriting, performance practice and practical ethics at Macquarie University, Department of
Music, Media, Cultural studies and Communication.
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Rachel Fensham, University of Melbourne
rachel.fensham@unimelb.edu.au

‘Heavy’ – sleep, dance, loss – the surrender of the translator
In her essays on translation, Gayatri Spivak (1993) writes that the translator must surrender to
the text; a giving over of oneself to the foreignness of the other language, in order to hear the
‘mother tongues’ of its speech. The translator surrenders therefore the domesticating ideologies
of text, identity and nation in preparation for the intimacy of cultural translation.
In this paper I propose to consider acts that cannot be translated – sleep, dance and loss – within
the work of the Australian choreographer Lucy Guerin, in particular her piece Heavy (1998).
Using interviews with Guerin, the paper will reflect upon the intimate relations of Guerin with
American postmodern dance as a kind of movement language that was both foreign and
imperial, yet asking her to surrender to the ‘mother tongues’ of teachers, such as Russell Dumas
and Sara Rudner. The paper follows her own projects of translating dance into new media, and
her resistance to the notion of domesticating the body and its meaning in dance choreography.
Heavy was a work that examined the four stages of sleep, the notion of REM-states, dreamscapes, and the intimate spaces of the bed; none of these topics seemingly choreographic,
however intimate and contemporary in relevance to those who suffer little sleep. Guerin relies
upon a resistance to translation of these non-texts, combining corporeal events and scientific
concepts, to produce an affective content that frays the literal interpretation of movement. The
piece therefore presents a conundrum to the spectator in the ‘silence’ of the text, leaving open its
close rendering as a means of transforming the loss that inhabits all acts of translation.
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Susan Fenty Studham, WAAPA, Edith Cowan University
fenty@westnet.com.au

Backstage hybridity and the ‘spaces between’ language and process
This paper examines the hybrid processes employed in the production of an intercultural largescale show in Bali, Indonesia. The discussion develops around understandings of communication
in cross-cultural contexts, prompted by a linguistic analysis of hybridity, wherein two languages
might use the same word but interpret the communication with two contradictory meanings. At
Bali Theatre, the languages spoken included Balinese, Indonesian, English, and ‘theatre
terminology’, in addition to interpretations of culturally specific spatial and body language. A
hybrid translation process was required to integrate emerging technical knowledge pivotal in the
creation of this large-scale show. Introduced production concepts, including technical scenery
transitions during the show, required engaging and training a team of dozens of inexperienced
backstage workers to create a smoothly-operating behind-the-scenes community. The margin for
error and misunderstandings in the process of staging this production was immense.
Hybridity and its accompanying innovations emerged out of necessity in this specific context,
transforming individuals into leaders and teams, creating a coherent community outside of
cultural barriers, a community that comes together almost daily under the blue-light, in the dark
‘backstage’ world of this production. Born of the conscious choice to make the production work
as a whole entity, this hybrid behind- the-scenes community worked as a single collective, with
the common goal of a smooth running performance. New knowledge merged with that which
was known through life experiences in the ‘spaces between’ language and process. This paper
explores translations and innovation from a backstage production perspective.
Susan Fenty Studham. Sue is a professional stage manager as well as a practice-led-research
PhD candidate at West Australian Academy of Performing Arts, ECU. Her doctoral project is
entitled “Stage Management: a question of approach in intercultural theatre”. With almost
three decades of industry experience across five continents, Sue is investigating cultural
approaches to stage management. Sue continues to stage manage as well as guest lecture in
Western Australia and Bali, Indonesia. Her essay “Alternative approaches to stage management
in Bali” is forthcoming in the Black Swan Press publication: Changing Facts, Changing Minds,
Changing Worlds (July 2013).
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Russell Fewster, University of South Australia
russell.fewster@unisa.edu.au

Perish The Thought – the origins, production and reception of an
applied arts project
Perish The Thought, a new theatrical production addressing a personal struggle with dementia,
was performed at the Holden Street Theatre Studio in Hindmarsh, Adelaide, in September
2012. This is a major applied arts research project involving staff and students from UniSA
together with industry professionals.
The production has been described by critic Luke Wagner from Adelaide Theatre Guide in the
following way: ‘The story is told brilliantly through acting, song and even puppetry… [in] the
beautiful telling of a painful truth’. Critic Dave O’Brien commented that: ‘the underlying
thematic drive to the production is about support. Caring, profoundly emphasised through
every aspect of the production’.
This presentation will look at the production from four aspects:
1. The play was written and co-produced by Susan Harris (sessional lecturer in puppetry) who
was also the primary puppeteer. Sue will describe how the work originated from a book she
had written on her personal experiences.
2. The production was directed and co-produced by Dr Russell Fewster (Program Director
MBMA). Russell will describe some of the challenges in bringing the work to the stage.
3. Richard Chew (sessional lecturer in music) composed original music and played live and he
will describe how he developed a musical narrative to accompany the play.
4. Audience evaluation was carried out by Dr Jill Chonody (School of Psychology). Jill will talk
about how audience responses reflect on the capacity of arts to meaningfully comment on a
health and social issue such as dementia.
Co-presenters: Rick Chew and Susan Harris
Russell Fewster has directed theatre for over 25 years including work with professional actors,
acting students and young people. He studied at Ecole Jacques Lecoq in Paris in the early
eighties thus beginning his theatrical journey. In 2000 he completed a Masters by Research in
rehearsal decision making at the Centre for Performance Studies in the University of Sydney. In
2010 he completed his practice led research PhD at the University of Melbourne, examining the
use of projection in performance. He is Program Director in Media Arts at the University of
South Australia Magill Campus. He is currently developing several creative works including
short film and theatre projects.
Sue Harris: Puppeteer, storyteller, writer, playwright and lecturer in World Puppetry, Sue’s
arts career spans 35 years and includes writing and performing for television, theatre, festivals,
prisons, and schools (over 5,500 live shows). She also facilitates arts programs for social justice
and conducts PD sessions for DECD. Sue has toured with the Adelaide Symphony Orchestra as
presenter of their Kids Koncerts and Primary Proms; collaborated with Inscape Productions and
State Opera of South Australia for four seasons; been a studio guest and performer for the ABC;
and featured on several children’s national television programs. Recent activities include:
workshop presenter at the 2nd Australian National Puppetry Summit; speaker at the 13th
National Alzheimer’s Australia Conference; and Puppetry and Theatre judge for the Adelaide
Fringe since 2009. Sue has been invited to perform in France in 2014. She is an ambassador for
the Premier’s Reading Challenge and instigator of Travelling Tales™ book project
(www.sueharris.com.au). email: sue@sueharris.com.au
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Sarah French, The University of Melbourne
frenchs@unimelb.edu.au

Performing Sexuality and Gender in The Rabble’s Orlando (after
Virginia Woolf)
The Rabble’s adaptation of Virginia Woof’s 1928 novel Orlando, performed at the Malthouse
Theatre in 2012, dramatically reimagines Woolf’s modernist text using a postmodern theatrical
aesthetic that draws upon the subversive qualities of burlesque. The production offers a
contemporary feminist re-working of a canonical feminist novel and demonstrates the vital role
of translation in critiquing ideology via new and innovative modes of performance. The
Rabble’s artistic directors Emma Valente and Kate Davis explain that their theatre “exists in the
world of dreams and nightmares” and the performance oscillates between these sensibilities,
employing a rich visual language that engages with both the sublime and the abject.
This paper will compare and contrast the depiction of sexuality and gender in the novel and
performance to explore the shifts that have occurred in feminist thinking and representation. It
will argue that the Rabble’s translation of Orlando reflects a postfeminist approach to the themes
of sexuality and gender that differs from Virginia Woolf’s modernist feminist perspective. While
both the novel and performance demonstrate that gender is socially constructed and
performative, the personal freedoms that Woolf’s protagonist is able to attain are shown to be
more heavily limited by social realities in a contemporary re-reading. Where Woolf’s novel is an
optimistic, utopian feminist vision of gender fluidity that celebrates future possibilities, The
Rabble’s production provides a powerful critique of patriarchal culture revealing its continued
violence and oppression.
Sarah French is Research Fellow in the School of Languages and Linguistics at the University
of Melbourne. Her doctoral research examined the representation of memory and female
subjectivity in feminist film, theatre and literature. Her recent publications include articles on
Chris Marker’s film Sans Soleil, the TV series Mad Men, Australian performance artist Moira
Finucane and her latest work on The Burlesque Hour will be included in the forthcoming
ADSA journal in 2013. She has lectured in Theatre Studies, Cinema Studies and Gender
Studies and is she currently writing a book on Sexuality and Gender Politics in Contemporary
Australian Performance.
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Sally Gardner, Deakin University
sgardner@deakin.edu.au

What is a transmitter?
Has a new phenomenon appeared in the field of contemporary dance: namely the phenomenon
of the ‘transmitter’, a role so-called by Yvonne Rainer in relation to the organised teaching of
her seminal work Trio A? In this talk, I discuss the idea of a dance transmitter, drawing on a
presentation given recently at Margaret Lawrence Gallery in Melbourne by Sara Wookey, one
of the designated custodians of Rainer’s dance, and on Rainer’s 2009 article ‘Trio A:
Genealogy, Documentation, Notation’ (DRJ). Using the concept of translation and Ricoeur’s
discussion in his On Translation (2006), as well as my own recent experience as a translator, I ask:
what exactly does a transmitter do? and raise issues about contemporary dance practices and
performance and the maintenance of heritage.
Sally Gardner is a dancer and Senior Lecturer in the School of Communication and Creative
Arts at Deakin University, Melbourne and is co-editor with Elizabeth Dempster of Writings on
Dance, a journal dedicated to the moving body. She has performed with dance companies in
London, New York, Sydney and Melbourne. She is a regular contributor to local and
international arts and humanities forums. Her articles and reviews have appeared in The Drama
Review; Dance Research; Performance Research; Forum for Modern Language Studies; Cultural Studies Review;
Theatre, Dance and Performance Training Journal; Journal of Intercultural Studies and Journal of South Asian
Film and Media, amongst others. She is a member of the ‘Writing Past Colonialism’ book series
committee of the Institute of Postcolonial Studies, Melbourne; and translated Laurence
Louppe’s Poétique de la danse contemporaine (Contredanse, Brussels, 1996) into English (published as
Poetics of Contemporary Dance. Dance Books, 2010).
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Laura Ginters, University of Sydney
laura.ginters@sydney.edu.au

Richard Wagner: “dieses ersten Regisseurs der Welt”. The first
director? First among directors?
Shortly after Richard Wagner’s death in 1883, the music critic Eduard Hanslick described
Wagner as “dieses ersten Regisseurs der Welt”. Often translated as “the first director in the
world”, it may also be translated as “world’s leading director”. The former, then, supports the
perpetuation of a narrative positioning Wagner as a ground-breaker who single-handedly
instigated modern theatre practice. The latter, more modestly, allows for him being one of many
directors active at the time, albeit a very good one. Translation may, as this Call for Papers
suggests, both create and disrupt identities – quite literally, and simultaneously, in this instance.
The occasion of Wagner’s first production of the Ring cycle at Bayreuth (1876) provides an
opportunity to explore a long (but often elided) struggle over a set of functions, a collection of
occupations and a chain of different terminologies which intersected to produce – not
unproblematically – a retrospective crowning of Wagner as the “first” director. From the
(borrowed, French) term “Regisseur”, whose meaning shifted dramatically from century’s
beginning to end, to the translation into English (which English?) of contemporary first person
accounts of Bayreuth, acts of translation have both clarified and obscured our understanding of
significant theatre-making practices of a culture now distant to us in time and place – but which
we claim as foundational to mainstream theatre practice in the 20th century and beyond.
Dr Laura Ginters is Senior Lecturer in Performance Studies at the University of Sydney and
at present her research is focused on historical and contemporary rehearsal processes, and
production histories. Her translations of German plays have been performed, published and
adapted (most recently Brecht’s Threepenny Opera for Malthouse Theatre (2010) and Sydney
Theatre Company (2011)).
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Bree Hadley, Queensland University of Technology
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Theatre, Social Media and Spectatorship – Translating Commentary,
Critique and Controversy Across Media
The occasional ArtsHub article asking spectators to show respect for stage by switching all
devices off notwithstanding, in the last few years we have witnessed an clear push to make more
use of social media as a means by which spectators might respond to a performance across most
theatre companies. Mainstage companies, as well as contemporary companies are asking us to
turn on, tune in and tweet our impressions of a show to them, to each other, and to the masses –
sometimes during the show, sometimes after the show, and sometimes without having seen the
show. In this paper, I investigate the relationship between theatre, spectatorship and social
media, tracing the transition from print platforms in which expert critics were responsible for
determining audience response to today’s online platforms in which everybody is responsible for
debating responses. Is the tendency to invite spectators to comment via social media before,
during, or after a show the advance in audience engagement, entertainment and empowerment
many hail it to be? Is it a return to a more democratised past in which theatres were active,
interactive and at times downright rowdy, and the word of the published critic had yet to take
over from the word of the average punter? Is it delivering distinctive shifts in theatre and
theatrical meaning making? Or is it simply a good way to get spectators to write about a work
they are no longer watching? An advance in the marketing of the work rather than an advance
in the active, interactive aesthetic of the work? In this paper, I consider what the performance of
spectatorship on social media tells us about theatre, spectatorship and meaning-making. I use
initial findings about the distinctive dramaturgies, conflicts and powerplays that characterise
debates about performance and performance culture on social media to reflect on the
potentially productive relationship between theatre, social media, spectatorship, and meaning
making. I suggest that the distinctive patterns of engagement displayed on social media
platforms – including, in many cases, remediation rather than translation, adaptation or
transformation of prior engagement practices – have a lot to tell us about how spectators and
spectator groups negotiate for the power to provide the dominant interpretation of a work.
Bree Hadley is Senior Lecturer in Performance Studies in the Creative Industries Faculty at
QUT. Her work on identity and spectatorship in contemporary, pop cultural and public space
performance has appeared Performance Research, About Performance, Liminalities: A Journal of
Performance Studies, Australasian Drama Studies, Brolga: An Australian Journal About Dance, MC Media &
Culture Journal, Scope: An Online Journal of Film & Television and a variety of other journals and
books. Hadley is currently President of the Australasian Association for Theatre, Drama and
Performance Studies (ADSA), a Director of Performance Studies international (PSi), and
Creative Producer for Fluid States, PSi Conference #21.
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Joh Hartog, Flinders University
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From Japanese Tropical Trees and Dutch Dogs to Caucasian Narts:
an exploration of seeing the Other
In this paper I would like to reflect on and draw some conclusions from my experiences in
translating, adapting and staging plays from other languages and cultural contexts. These
reflections and conclusions are aimed at aiding me and my colleagues in adapting several Nart
Sagas which originated in the North Caucasus and which are the subject of a current Innovation
in Teaching grant from Flinders University. Having staged a number of plays translated by others,
such as Can’t Pay, Won’t Pay (Non Si Paga! Non Si Paga!, Dario Fo), Biography (Biografie, Max Frisch),
Arabian Night (Roland Schimmelpfennig), Innocence (Unschuld, Dea Loher) as well as translated and
staged several others: Bred To Perfection (from the Dutch Doorgefokt, Ko van den Bosch) and A
Tropical Tree (from the Japanese Nettaiju Yukio Michima), it is clear cultural references and
sensibilities have to be negotiated. It is a truism that staging plays has to keep audiences in mind
and keep channels of communications open, so a degree of domestication is often required. How
much depends on the distance of the source culture. In the case of Dutch or German plays this
distance may not be too great, but in the case of contemporary Japanese writing we are on more
slippery ground. The Nart Sagas are remote from us in both space and time. Their origin is up
to several millennia old and in an area of the world which experiences its communal life and
identity quite differently from us even now. These sagas provide us with stories which are only
too easily domesticated and turned into fantasy stories of a form that is currently very popular. It
is our task to avoid this trap and pay proper homage to the culture that gave rise to these stories.
Joh Hartog is a Senior Lecturer in Drama at Flinders University, where he has been employed
since 1996. He has a foot in both camps: the academic and the practical. He convenes the
Workshop stream, teaching practical skills with a strong link to theoretical underpinning, as well
as delivering formal lectures on various theories that inform the praxis of theatre making. He is
also the Artistic Director of Accidental Productions, an occasional theatre company in Adelaide
which fosters work for recent graduates. In an earlier life he helped create AusStage which since
has gone from strength to strength under Dr Jonathan Bollen.
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Christopher Hay, University of Sydney
christopher.hay@sydney.edu.au

Written on the Floor: ‘Translating’ a shared theatre space
The Sydney University Dramatic Society (SUDS) produces up to fifteen shows a year in the same
venue, the Cellar Theatre. Each show runs for two weeks, with a three-day break between each
of them. The walls and floor of the space are usually painted in this time, which is also the bumpout, -in, and technical rehearsal period. The paint job is necessarily slapdash and short-term, and
constraints of both time and budget prevent a more professional transition between each
production. We can therefore read this process as a translation of the space, rather than a
complete wipe and reset, with former productions literally returning through the floor and walls.
This occurs in both an immediate sense and a longer term one; ghosts can reappear from the
show immediately prior, or indeed one from many years previous. The ghosts are not restricted
to the space itself: every prop and costume, purchased for a forgotten production returns across
the years as new shows struggle to make ends meet. There are even some very literal ghosts
hiding in the wings.
This idea of theatre space as a kind of palimpsest challenges the usual conception of live
performance as ephemeral. Using the SUDS experience as a case study and taking theoretical
cues from Carlson (2001) and Goodall (2008), this paper will explore how – just as any translation
contains echoes of the original text, those tiny giveaway moments where the original comes
tantilisingly into view – every show performed in a shared space reveals the skeletons of its
predecessors.
Christopher Hay is a Postgraduate Teaching Fellow in the Department of Performance Studies
at the University of Sydney, where he is in the final stages of completing his doctoral thesis. His
research investigates the modes of knowledge transmission and legitimation in contemporary
director training.
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Janys Hayes, University of Wollongong
jhayes@uow.edu.au

Crossing Cultures: A Vietnamese Experience
Intercultural theatrical performances, groups and workshops are not unusual events in Ho Chi
Minh City despite an artistic environment still highly censored by government intervention.
Performance collaborations between international theatre artists and Vietnamese practitioners
have been facilitated through policies promoting international ‘educational’ exchange projects.
In November 2011, I was invited to Ho Chi Minh City, by Australian-trained theatre director
Le Quy Duong to lead a 10-day theatrical workshop, introducing western theatrical training
techniques to his students. The LeQuyDuong Company is a festival events company, working
across Vietnamese provinces to produce large-scale festival performance works. The nature and
extent of my workshops expanded when the planned workshops were placed in Ho Chi Minh
City’s Labor Theatre, a 500-seater, in the main District of the city. My work attracted the
interest and then participation of theatre students from the Ho Chi Minh Drama Theatre.
These were students of Khanh Hoang, specializing in ‘spoken drama’, the scripted forms of
Vietnamese theatre that have proliferated since Vietnam’s colonisation, influenced by French,
Russian, and more recently western European and American styles of scripted drama. Numbers
of these students were actors from Khanh Hoang’s touring company. With a translator, Pham
Huang Minh, who himself spoke limited English, and myself who knew no Vietnamese, my
program was grounded on physical interactions, theatre games, the use of Augusto Boal’s
theatre exercises and with reading bodies, across the gap of our differing cultures. This paper
charts an experiential journey in intercultural theatrical communication.
Janys Hayes is a theatre director, actor and teacher of acting. She trained at the Drama
Centre in London. Her doctoral research has been published in The Knowing Body:Yat Malmgren’s
Acting Technique. Janys is currently a Lecturer in Theatre and Performance at the Faculty of
Creative Arts at the University of Wollongong. She is particularly interested in site-specific
theatre. Since 1998 Janys has collaborated with and researched Vietnamese theatre
practitioners, undertaking study tours of Vietnamese theatre practices. She produced Duong Le
Quy’s first major play in Sydney, Market of Lives, has produced work for the 2010 Hue
International Arts Festival and in 2011 ran a 10-day workshop for young Vietnamese actors in
Ho Chi Minh City.
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Emma Hughes, La Trobe University
emma.hughes@latrobe.edu.au

Queen Lear and the Consequences of Rachel McDonald’s
Manifestation of the Maternal
This paper will present a discussion of Queen Lear, an unpublished adaptation of William
Shakespeare’s play King Lear. Queen Lear was written and directed by Rachel McDonald. It was
first staged at Melbourne Theatre Company in July and August of 2012. This paper will
consider the impacts of the removal of Shakespeare’s patriarch and the insertion of McDonald’s
matriarch upon the power relations within the text of Queen Lear and two performances from
McDonald’s 2012 staging.
This paper will provide a discussion of the characteristics of Shakespearean adaptations, and in
particular adaptations of King Lear (Lynne Bradley 2010), in text and in performance. It will give
particular attention to Australasian adaptations of King Lear (Philippa Kelly 2011). Furthermore,
it will consider adaptations of King Lear in which Shakespeare’s King is replaced with a Queen
(Kelly 2005). McDonald’s 2012 staging of Queen Lear met with negative criticism. Cameron
Woodhead refers to McDonald’s direction as “dire”, “confused and unsophisticated” (2012). In
response to the harsh criticism commonly received by Shakespearean adaptations Bradley
makes a proposition, she writes “it is now time to stop cataloguing, to stop worrying about
fidelity and to stop considering adaptations as off-putting pieces of non-theatre” (2010, p. 2). In
fact, Bradley recognises “twentieth-century Shakespeare adaptations” to be a “thriving and
autonomous genre” (2010, p. 2). Of this genre she writes, “The popularity of twentieth-century
Shakespeare adaptations suggests that this is a thriving and autonomous genre whose complexity
mirrors the deep ambivalence western culture feels about Shakespeare in this particular
historical moment” (Bradley 2010, p. 2).
This paper will consider the genre of “twentieth-century Shakespeare adaptations” (Bradley
2010, p. 2). It will consider the characteristics of this genre, and the manner in which
McDonald’s twenty-first century adaptation of King Lear, entitled Queen Lear, adheres to and/or
transgresses against the apparent characteristics of this genre. What repercussions does
McDonald’s choice to remove Shakespeare’s father-King and insert a mother-Queen have upon
the power relations evident within the text and performance? This paper will provide a
discussion of McDonald’s manifestation of the maternal.
Emma Hughes is a second year PhD Candidate in the Theatre and Drama Program at La
Trobe University. Her current research focuses upon maternal representation within
contemporary Australian female authored drama and theatre. Emma is a casual tutor at La
Trobe University, where she taught HUS1PSP Public Speaking in Practice in 2011 and 2012.
Emma completed her Master of Arts at La Trobe University in 2008. Emma participated in the
devising of work with The Brunswick Women’s Theatre in 2006 and 2007, and for a short time
served as their Administrator. She completed her Bachelor of Performing Arts (Honours) at
Monash University in 2005. Emma’s primary research interests include: female representation,
maternal representation, genre and contemporary adaptations of Shakespeare.
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Nicola Hyland, Victoria University of Wellington
Nicola.Hyland@vuw.ac.nz

Unsettling Blanket Man: myth, transformation and the ‘quirks’ of
indigeneity
Draped in a tatty woollen korowai, Ben Hana – a.k.a. “Blanket Man”- was an iconic, polarising
and mythical presence on the streets of central Wellington until his death in January 2012. A
critical character in contemporary urban folklore, Blanket Man captivated public attention as
‘Brother’/leader of a band of fellow street-dwellers; a troubled anti-hero transformed into
celebrity by the trend-setting hoi-polloi as evidence of the capital’s underlying quirk.
This paper explores the representation of “Blanket Man” as a puppet in the theatre production
The Road that Wasn’t There (2013), created by the young New Zealand collective, Trick of the
Light. The focus of the discussion is on the ‘unsettling’ aspects of this depiction; where Blanket
Man/Ben Hana is transformed, again, into the time-transcending guardian of a liminal otherworld; a Rastafarian Gandhi figure with a cheeky tongue and powerful ninja skills. A brave
tribute or cross-cultural opportunism: the re-animation of the now ‘absent’ Hana as a puppet
provokes questions about (pakeha) agency, appropriation and propriety. Referencing
practitioners such as Julie Taymor, the discussion explores how the function of puppet as
conduit might actually resolve anxieties relating to cross-cultural representation. The paper also
examines the play’s espousal of maoritanga and Maori spirituality as metonymic of New
Zealand’s ‘quirky’ persona. What does the “Maori flavour” add to a whimsical aesthetic
sensibility? How does contemporary indigeneity translate into an ‘indie’ vision of national
identity? And how vital are such ‘unsettling’ performances to contemporary post-colonial
discourses?
Nicola Hyland has recently taken on the role of lecturer in the theatre programme at Victoria
University of Wellington New Zealand, returning to Aotearoa after the completion of a PhD in
Theatre Studies at the University of Melbourne. Her research focuses on contemporary postcolonial performance, hybrid and counter-canonical discourses and cross-cultural theatre. She is
a founding co-ordinator of Performance Studies Melbourne and has worked as a writer, film
critic, editor and collaborative practitioner in both New Zealand and Australia. Nicola has
ancestral ties with the Te Atihaunui-a-Paparangi and Ngati Hauiti iwi.
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Teresa Izzard, Curtin University of Technology
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‘Translating’ The Yellow Wallpaper using Somatic Theatre Praxis
Somatic Theatre Praxis employs Somatic philosophy, theory and practice within the theatre
making process. Somatics focuses on the ‘experienced’ body as opposed to the ‘objectified’ body.
As a director, my interest lies in the integration of these fields in order to develop the creative
process of making contemporary theatre work, and as a researcher, I am focused on analysing
and articulating the results of this application. A theatrical adaptation of Charlotte Perkins
Gilman’s short story The Yellow Wallpaper, formed the creative production aspect of my practiceled doctoral investigation.
Adapting The Yellow Wallpaper for the stage had been a project that my collaborator Silvia
Lehmann and I had wrestled with since 2001 without clear success. The short story is complex,
metonymic and vivid. However, despite several attempts we always felt that we had not
effectively ‘translated’ the power of the original short story to our adaptation.
The context of my doctoral investigation provided a fresh start and, through Somatically based
dramaturgical exercises we began to understand that we could maintain the power of the
original – much of which is in its Somatic nature – through making Somatic dramaturgical
choices within our adaptation. This paper will analyse our process of ‘translating’ three of the
key challenges of the story; the diary form, the wallpaper and the ending. Performance extracts
will illustrate how a Somatic Theatre approach effectively ‘translated’ the short story into a
literary adaptation, and then a theatrical performance.
Teresa Izzard is a candidate for a Doctor of Philosophy at Curtin University in Perth who has
recently submitted her thesis ‘Somatic Theatre Praxis and the Neo-Director’ for examination.
She is a theatre director, a dramaturg and a Laban/Bartenieff Certified Movement Analyst. Her
practice-led doctorate sought to discover ways that these roles could be combined in rehearsal
through directorial and collaborative practices. She is an Associate Lecturer in Performance
Studies at Curtin University in Perth, Western Australia specialising in Movement, Dramaturgy
and Professional Studies. Her role includes mentoring emerging artists as they transition from
their studies into the industry. Teresa has also taught at the Western Australian Academy of
Performing Arts, Edith Cowan University and The University of Notre Dame Australia. She has
presented and taught nationally and internationally including being a guest tutor at the
Laban/Bartenieff Institute of Movement Studies in New York. Her production of Charlotte
Perkins Gilman’s The Yellow Wallpaper was performed in late 2011 at The Blue Room Theatre in
Perth and Denmark Civic Centre in Denmark, WA to critical acclaim and forms the creative
component of her PhD. The adaptation (with Silvia Lehmann) was nominated for an Equity
Award for ‘Best New Play’ in 2013. She runs a Somatic Theatre company and movement
consultancy called Movementworks.
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Tanatchaporn Kittikong, WAAPA, Edith Cowan University
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Less self in improvisation: Staging Buddhist Vipassana meditation in
improvised performance
I am a Thai Theravada Buddhist practitioner educated in Western theatrical training as an
actress with research interests in Vipassana meditation as a mechanism for performance making
and thus I have a strong interest in investigating the inner states of being both in performance
and meditation. My aim is to question the emergence and formation of performance through
the inward journey of self observation in the solo-performer.
‘Noting the self’ is a practice-led research project in performing arts that has taken an incredible
journey that included ten days of intensive Vipassana meditation,six solo performances by six
invited performers and then my first and second creative developments totalling sixteen weeks
and eight solo public performances. This journey explored the issue of ‘translating’ Buddhist
mindfulness into a performer’s bodymind through improvisation processes and how a performer
makes her own journey through the performance and process of becoming ‘less-self.’
By pursuing the state associated with the Buddhist concept of ‘non-self,’ through the practice of
improvised Vipassana mindfulness meditation can expose the disruption of self in the
performer’s state of being. My interest lies even deeper: by aiming to demystify the solo
performer’s state of being/performing in ‘presence,’ I wish to emphasise an improvised
performance where the self or some part of the self becomes the object to note.
Cultural difference and the notion of spiritual and artistic practice are embedded in my
performance journey and thus I naturally encounter issues of translation, interpretation,
transformation and adaptation. The focus is made even more blurry by tensions arising from
translating, not from text to text but from practice to practice, an act of translation where
performance becomes the medium.
Miss Tanatchaporn Kittikong is a Thai practitioner, who has been trained as an actress
from Moscow State University by Russian National Artist Koniev, V. A. from the Maly
Theatre. She later discovered an affinity for improvised performance both in educational
settings and for artistic ends. Currently her interest lies firmly in contemporary performer
practice in relation to Buddhist Philosophy. Her latest work – Noting the Self Project, is
exploring a psychophysical approach inspired by Vipassana meditation to contemporary
performance making. Tanatchaporn is a full-time instructor at performing arts department,
Faculty of Fine and Applied Arts, Khon Kaen University, Thailand.
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From Originator to Interpreter: Translating Performance
The Syringa Tree is a one-woman play that tells the story of two South African families, one black,
one white, and their deeply entwined relationship at the height of apartheid. Although seen
primarily through the eyes of a six-year old girl, The Syringa Tree requires one actor to play over
twenty different roles, vastly ranging in age, gender and cultural background. Initially performed
by its originator, Pamela Gien, this semi-autobiographical monodrama has been transmitted to
a number of interpreter-performers over the years. In this presentation I will examine The Syringa
Tree as an embodied performance, and what happens when an interpreter inhabits an
autobiographical role. I will argue that the interpreter-performer functions as a living
palimpsest, an adaptor who translates, in the moment, the originator’s vision for new audiences.
David Johnston argues that written translation is “a conduit between two conditions of
situatedness, that of the text in its time and place, and that of the spectator in the present
moment of performance” (Johnston, 2011: 19). I will demonstrate how the interpreterperformer serves the same function by embodying the original text and layering that with new
meanings, both those chosen by the performer and those read contextually by the receiving
audience.
Tiffany Knight is completing her Honours degree in Drama at Flinders University, where she
is also an associate lecturer specialising in screen acting and voice. A graduate of Toronto’s
George Brown Theatre School, and nominated for four Jessie Richardson theatre awards,
Tiffany has worked extensively on Canadian stages, including eight seasons with Vancouver’s
Bard on the Beach Shakespeare Festival. She has appeared on screen in many lead and
recurring roles, including Battlestar Galactica, Stargate and Da Vinci’s City Hall. She is currently a
regular on the television series, Sam Fox: Extreme Adventures, which will air on Channel Ten in
2014.
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We’re Off to See the Wizard of Auslan: Translating Deaf Experience
through Community Performance
Somewhere over the rainbow
Way up high,
There’s a land that I heard of
Once in a lullaby.

Somewhere rainbow
Beyond far far
Land I dream vision
Grow up

(‘Somewhere Over the Rainbow’ as commonly
known by the hearing community)

(‘Somewhere Over the Rainbow’ as
translated by the Deaf community)

This paper examines the recent community performance, Wizard of Auslan (2012), a circus and
physical theatre show created by the Vulcana Women’s Circus, together with a small group of
both Deaf and hearing women. What happens, I ask, when language is removed from an
oral/aural sphere and replaced by one that is largely visual and spatial?
Based on L. Frank Baum’s The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, the performance Wizard of Auslan explores
the themes and experiences of being deaf in a mainstream hearing world, and this paper
discusses the ways in which the shared stories of the participants become translated on stage,
and the extent to which the performance is accessible to both a hearing and Deaf audience.
Further, I interrogate the tensions that exist when a hearing researcher enters a primarily Deaf
space, and has to herself negotiate between two worlds; in this case, when, and for whom, does
meaning get lost in translation?
Natalie Lazaroo is a PhD candidate in the Applied Theatre department at Griffith University
(Brisbane). Her current research project investigates the role that social circus plays in
empowering marginalised communities of women. Before embarking on her PhD journey,
Natalie completed her Master of Philosophy in Drama at the University of Queensland, where
she wrote about physical actor training and performance. She has a background in Education,
having worked as a high school teacher as well as a youth theatre director
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Suzanne Little, The University of Otago
theatre.studies@otago.ac.nz

Translating Audience into Witness in the Performance of the Real
Placing verbatim testimony and/or the actual suffering of others into a piece of theatre and
performance is inevitably an act of translation. This translation may be seen as akin to a
colonization of the experience of the suffering other. Jill Bennett argues that when art purports
to “register the true experience of violence or devastating loss—to be about a particular event—
it lays claim to an experience that is fundamentally owned by someone. Moreover it invites a
wider audience to partake of this experience in some way.” While we often focus our attention
on the actions and intentions of the theatre practitioner, another major player in this process is
the audience. How the audience partakes of “this experience” and how the audience in turn
translates this experience, are also key considerations. While there has often been a desire to
implicate audiences in performances that relate to actual events, issues and experiences, there is
currently also a turn to translate the audience into a witness. Is it possible for a theatre audience
to become a witness and, if so, what may be gained by this? In this paper, I will examine the
notion of audience as witness in two instances, namely in media translations of September 11
and in contemporary performance.
Dr Suzanne Little lectures in Theatre Studies and Performing Arts Studies at the University
of Otago, where she also coordinates the interdisciplinary Performing Arts Studies programme
and, soon, the new Performing Arts Degree. Suzanne is an interdisciplinary researcher and has
also studied visual arts and film and media. She has published on political dance, trauma in
theatrical and media representations, Practice as Research (PaR), reflective learning and
documentary theatre. She has forthcoming publications in the Palgrave Macmillan book,
Trauma of Culture and Global Discourse journal. Suzanne regularly contributes to national and
international conferences.
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Cabaret Re-Vamped: performance of the feminine in the
contemporary cabaret of Meow Meow and Paul Capsis
Contemporary Australian cabaret performers Meow Meow and Paul Capsis rework and
reinvent traditional notions of the ‘vamp’ and the ‘diva’. In the process they challenge and draw
attention to constructions of the feminine in performance. This paper will discuss
representations of the feminine in the ‘vamp-diva’ in relation to these two performers’ use of
parody and persona. The ‘vamp-diva’ persona emerged in the cabarets of 1890s France and was
developed in Weimar Germany. This persona can be defined her contradictions. She is alluring,
yet harsh; sweet but sexual; seductive and dangerous; combining elements of light and dark.
Through exaggerated gestures, costume and performance style, the ‘vamp-diva’ presents a
heightened and self-conscious performance. Pope and Leonardi (1996) describe the diva as a
combination of two conflicting representations: that of powerful womanhood and as an icon of
performativity. This conflict has the ability to make visible the contradictions inherent in fixed
gender positions. Meow Meow has constructed her own persona as a pastiche of the
contradictory aspects of the ‘vamp-diva’; while Paul Capsis’ gender-bending antics draw
attention to the fluid nature of gender identity. Both of these artists strip back layers of glamour
to explore the vulnerable nature of the ‘vamp-diva’. This paper will discuss the work of Meow
Meow and Paul Capsis in relation to their ability to draw attention to the performed and highly
constructed nature of femininity.
Jo Loth is the Discipline Leader in Drama at The University of the Sunshine Coast. She has
also taught at La Trobe University, QUT, Griffith University and The Aboriginal Centre for
the Performing Arts. In 2011 Jo completed a practice-led PhD focussed on the creation of a onewoman cabaret on mental health. Jo began her career in physical theatre and has since worked
as a director, movement director, actor, and singer/songwriter. She has performed solo cabaret
shows for The Edinburgh Fringe (2011), The Brisbane Cabaret Festival (2007 and 2010), and
The Brisbane Festival (2009).
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bokken ranga pāmuda?: gut feeling, instinct and rhetoric of Sri Lankan
actor learning
The mental representation of learning as a dominant model of knowledge acquisition has been a
long standing formula for Western pedagogy. Within the sensation-idea-response model
(Barnacle 2009, Horn and Wilburn 2005) the subject perceives the objects and conceptualizes
ideas in the brain and generates actions through the body. Thus the relationship between
perception and action is hierarchical as the action is secondary to the perception. (Noë 2005)
This epistemological problem is the result of the disembodied mind propagates by the Cartesian
tradition. It is no exception when it comes to the discourse of acting: the rhetoric of acting has
also been affected by this split (Zarrilli 2002); the actor’s mind is regarded as the rational knower
and the active mover of the body. However some actors in Sri Lankan theatre often refer the
phrase “bokken ranga pamu” (act from the gut) as metaphorical expression of how the actor should
act truthfully. It further means that the good actor does not act from the heart or intellect but
from the ‘gut instinct’ of the body. This metaphorical idea of ‘gut’ replaces the ‘disembodied
rational thinking’ in the mind with something fleshy embedded in the ‘intestine’ of the actor’s
body. In this paper I want to show how a group of Sri Lankan actors challenge the idea of
mental representation of learning by introducing a visceral origination of their knowing (Deway
1896, Merleu-Ponty 1962, Dreyfus, 2002) and the synergy of thoughts and imagination coupled
with the lived body. Through their rhetoric these actors suggest that their approach of actor
knowing is more actional than rational.
Saumya Liyanage is a lecturer in drama and theatre at the University of the Visual and
Performing Arts, Colombo, Sri Lanka. He is an award winning actor both in theatre and films.
His latest publications include Body Mind Dilemmas in Acting: A Study of East West TraditionsLambert Academic Publishing, Germany, 2011 and “My body taught me how to act:” towards
an epistemology of actor learning and apprenticeship – Australasian Drama Studies Journal,
April 2012. Saumya is currently writing his PhD at the Theatre and Drama Program at La
Trobe University, Melbourne, Australia. His research interests include bodymind philosophy,
phenomenology and actor learning process.
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Guerrilla scenography – de-signing in translation across disciplines for
movement innovation
Exploring translation from the manifestational aspects in scenography, as pivotal to dance
performance innovation in movement practice. David Bellos (translator) describes translation:
the classical Greeks called it ‘to turn’... ancient Babylon called translators ‘language turners’
(Bellos, 2011, p. 26).
Examining the interaction between sound, set, light, projection and movement that took place
over prepared staged environments when dancer/choreographers translated the information
given within the scenography. This articulation was analyzed and ‘turned’ via compositional
elements & principles with the objective of initiating movement for the contributing
choreographic component. Creative innovation occurring by the process of ‘de-signing’ in the
translation/turning of the elements & principles found within the design composition of all
contributing aspects of the scenography.
This analytic method as a practice also allowed for stage changes. The interaction promoting a
dialogue between the creative practices involved with opportunities arising in the translation and
physical adaptation that allowed for disruption. Interrogation for possibility and impossibility of
translation and failure.
The choreographer as translator performed as a scenographer by claiming authorship and by
the manipulation of the dramaturgy during translation. This raised the issues of playability and
application of translation in rehearsal and performance. Instead of speaking of theories of
translation, we should perhaps speak more about various approaches to the task of translating,
which provide insights, and offers diverse discussion about how a principle can be transferred
from one discipline to another.
Re-structuring the scenography as a choreographic interpretation, revitalized the intent of the
message to the audience as receptor. This communication as intent was read as a complete
event, which consists of the whole incorporated with the full variety of all codes involved.
This translation practice was offered for multi-media environments across genres, media and
forms. The problems of interdisciplinary communication needn’t be regarded as competitive or
antagonistic, but as complementary ‘turning’ together to not invalidate each another, but
resulting in a broader understanding.
Helene Gee Markstein is currently: a post-graduate student undertaking Ph.D research in
Performance / Dance, at WAAPA, Edith Cowan University, Perth Western Australia. She is an
eclectic artist with both training and professional experience in diverse disciplines and practices.
Her academic writing on scenography has been presented at the 2011 IFTR/FIRT Conference
at the PQ11 in Prague, Czech Republic, TaPRA 2011 and 2012 UK, Music on Stage conference,
Rose Bruford College UK, Perform3 Inter-disciplinary 2012, Salzburg, ADSA 2012 in Brisbane
and CREATEC at ECU Perth. Australia.
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Rob Marchand, Flinders University
marchand82@netscape.net

Devising and directing – translating the practitioner experience
This paper examines the creation of character for screen drama from the perspective of the
Character-based Improvisation Process, the method employed by Mike Leigh to make his films.
My own investigation of this process has been practice led and my reflections here are drawn
from the making of the feature film The Identity Project, an outcome of my PhD research. The
paper focuses on a particular aspect of the process, the creation of a ‘stand-alone’ character, at a
point before there is any discernible drama context in which to situate the character. The term
‘stand-alone’ is used here as equivalent to sociologist Tajfel’s assessment of an individual
behaviour “as being external and preliminary to any social context” (Tajfel, 1974:65). It
examines the way the character is constructed in an on-going discourse between director and
actor, looking at those aspects of director practice that involve habits, instinct and ‘gut feeling’,
and considers some unexamined assumptions that underlie practice. It essentially translates
director practice into theory. Some scenes from the film will be screened in this presentation.
Robert Marchand is a screen director whose credits include Come In Spinner, Fields Of Fire, and
Sun On The Stubble. He has been awarded four AFI Awards and has had numerous AFI and
Logie nominations. Robert is a graduate of the Australian Film and Television School (BA); his
degree paper investigated Mike Leigh’s improvisation methods. He subsequently attended
workshops conducted by Leigh and has frequently used the process in his own work.
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Michael McCall, WAAPA, Edith Cowan University
michaelmccall77@hotmail.com

Broken colour – translating the theatrical voices of African Australians
The stories of the African diaspora in Australia are unique, subjective and heterogeneous but to
a great degree neglected or disregarded in Australian performance writing. Theatrical spaces are
limited, mirroring a similar disparity in dialogues between African Australians and the wider
community.
Questions arise as how best to translate the group knowledge in order to grow the autonomous
voice of the African-Australian community whilst not undermining the subjective experience of
individuals.
Devising theatre works from individual character development and interplay can be a
foundational tool to assist in the translation of the specific stories, which in this case involves
African-Australian diaspora, made even more useful when the facilitator/theatre maker does
not belong to this community.
This paper outlines this particular approach to theatre making as developed through my
research and seeks to respond to some of the cultural mistranslations experienced while
generating the play ‘I Am Here Now’.
Michael McCall originally hails from Glasgow, Scotland. Since moving to Western Australia
he has completed studies at Curtin University (English/Performance Studies Honours), NIDA
(Acting), WA Screen Academy (Screen Directing/Writing) and is in the penultimate stage of his
PhD Performing Arts at WAAPA. Michael is a professional director, actor, writer, dramaturg,
tertiary and secondary arts educator and prolific arts advocate, working regularly between
Perth, Sydney and New York in stage and screen.
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Janet McGaw, University of Sydney
jmcg6188@uni.sydney.edu.au

‘Immovable as pillars of salt’? Country audience reactions to the Old
Tote’s 1965 tour of Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
When the Arts Council was established in 1943 (then known as the Council for the
Encouragement of Music and the Arts) to take art, in all its forms to the people, it was founded
in the belief that country areas were culturally arid and in need of irrigation. This view was
articulated by the organisation’s long-standing President, Dorothy Helmrich, on a tour of
country branches in 1946 when she described Australians as “uncivilised” as far as the arts were
concerned. Miss Helmrich expressed her despair of people who were “as immovable as pillars of
salt”, satisfied only with cinema and radio, and claimed that a simple way to stimulate a love of
drama in country towns was the formation of repertory groups and the exchange of shows (Glen
Innes Examiner, 22 October 1946). Over the next two decades an unprecedented number of new
drama groups did spring up across regional Australia, and by the early 1960s, most communities
had a dramatic society or a play reading group. But did they have the desired effect?
This paper examines country audience reactions to the Arts Council’s 1965 New South Wales
tour of Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? by Sydney’s Old Tote Theatre Company. Every town on
the itinerary had at least one dramatic society staging regular productions, some of which had
been in existence for over 20 years. These groups had built up a loyal following within the local
community, but did this translate into audiences that were ready for what was billed at the time
as one of the most controversial plays ever seen in Australia?
Janet McGaw is a PhD candidate with the Department of Performance Studies at the
University of Sydney where she is researching amateur dramatic societies in New South Wales
regional communities 1945-1970. The research draws on three case studies: Broken Hill
Repertory Society, Cooma Little Theatre and Wagga Wagga School of Arts Players. Janet was
awarded first runner-up for the Veronica Kelly Prize at the 2012 ADSA conference for her
paper ‘Nomads in a strange town: the role of itinerant professionals in New South Wales
country dramatic societies’. Her work on the challenges facing researchers of amateur theatre in
Australian country towns was recently published in Australasian Drama Studies.
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James McKinnon, Victoria University of Wellington
jsmckinnon@hotmail.com

Gained in Translation: Adaptation, Dramaturgy and Pedagogy
This paper will discuss some recent classroom experiments using adaptation and translation
theory to investigate links creative and critical thinking. Although universities are adopting
mandates to teach creative skills (Marquis & Vajoczki 2012: 1-2), many students and teachers
believe that creativity is an innate talent, which resides in individuals, manifests in spontaneous
bursts of insight, and resists critical inquiry (Boden 2003: 12-15; Sawyer 2006: 16-26). It is
difficult to learn or teach creativity if you believe that it is an innate, mysterious talent, and if
your encounters with examples of creativity do not offer insight into the creative process.
While researching contemporary appropriations of Shakespeare and Chekhov, I realized that
adaptation can demystify creativity and reveal creative process as a set of skills that anyone can
learn and practice. Such adaptations also put critical inquiry into creative form, literally
performing feminist or post-colonial readings of the canon. They also reveal creativity as a set of
tools and strategies: exploring the choices made by successive adaptors dispels the intimidating
mystique around creative process by revealing its motives and strategies (Jonas 1997).
What if, instead of presenting dramatic texts as hallowed symbols of creative genius, we saw
them as raw material to be poked, prodded, dismantled, and reassembled? This paper will
discuss the results of some recent experiments in developing a “pedagogy of adaptation” in
tertiary theatre classrooms, focusing on the 2012 production of Shit Show, an undergraduate
production based on another notorious adaptation (of an adaptation) – Alfred Jarry’s Ubu Roi –
at Victoria University of Wellington.
James McKinnon completed his PhD at the University of Toronto’s Graduate Centre for the
Study of Drama in 2010, and took up a post as a lecturer at Victoria University of Wellington
shortly afterward. His research focuses on dramatic adaptation and appropriation, particularly
contemporary Canadian appropriations of Chekhov and Shakespeare, and on the pedagogical
implications of adaptive dramaturgy. He is the co-ordinator of the Honours Theater program at
Victoria University, and teaches various courses on dramaturgy, modern and classic drama, and
performance-based research. His paper on Canadian mutations of Chekhov was selected for the
Early Career Scholars panel at the 2011 ADSA conference.
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Kayla Meredith, The University of Newcastle
c3092577@uon.edu.au

An inquiry into the development and synthesis of new technology
within puppetry
Puppetry is a form of object theatre with roots that connect it to ancient dramatic and ritual
performance practices as well as today’s contemporary performance practices. Puppetry has
expending relations with both traditional and innovative forms of theatre all around the world.
The puppet is an object that can take multiple forms, modes of delivery and styles. Often
thought of as a tangible and palpable object, the puppet of today has, I believe, begun to expand
in definition and meaning. With modern society developing new and avant-garde technologies
at such an increasing rate, puppetry is being influenced and changed in turn. The once material
and physically based world of puppetry is incorporating computer-generated systems and the
synthesis of the puppet and new technology is altering the conception of what a puppet is and
can be.
The aim of this paper is to examine the relationship that puppetry currently has with new
technology. I argue that as a result of the development of new technologies the conception of
what a puppet is has changed and that instead of being immutable, the idea of what a puppet is
must incorporate these changes. By examining and arguing for an expanded definition for
puppetry, this paper contributes to our understanding and appreciation of puppetry, and
attempts to reason with some of the hesitation that has occurred towards incorporating new
technological forms under the banner of puppetry. Through a discursive study of the literature
appropriate to the field, and two discrete case studies that focus on Jim Henson and Stelarc, this
paper concludes that the puppet has significantly changed with the development and synthesis of
new technology and that these changes are noteworthy in terms of creating a distinctly new form
of puppetry within today’s international context.
Kayla Meredith is a Research Higher Degree candidate at the University of Newcastle where
she tutors in the Creative and Performing Arts strand of the BA. In 2012 she completed
Honours in Drama with a dissertation that focused on the incorporation of new technology
within contemporary puppetry. Kayla’s research interests are concerned with puppets, masks
and performing objects.
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Julian Meyrick, Flinders University
Julian.meyrick@flinders.edu.au

Shakespeare, Classic Adaptations and the Retreat into the Theatrical
Shakespeare is the most widely produced playwright in Australian theatre. Productions of his
work at a mainstream level involve considerable resources and attract major media attention.
More broadly, classic drama has made a spectacular return to the repertoire of a number of
major theatre companies. Star actors compete to do classic roles and young directors make their
name staging new versions of historical texts. What is the meaning of the continuing dominance
of classic drama in Australia’s presumed post-colonial cultural consciousness? Why do a (very)
limited number of works from a small number of long-dead playwrights remain the highest
expression of dramatic excellence and the touchstone of imaginative interpretation? What, in
Australia now, are the expectations surrounding any one individual classic production?
This paper is a scholarly reflection and a professional provocation from an Anglo-Australian
director whose specific commitment over twenty-five years has been to new drama. It briefly
overviews the recent repertoire of four major theatre companies (Melbourne Theatre Company,
Sydney Theatre Company, the Malthouse and Belvoir Company B) to discern some general
programming trends. It then examines the heated critical reception of the production of Queen
Lear at MTC in 2012 to ask questions about the values underlying the re-canonisation of the
Australian mainstream. It frames the return of what ex-Playbox artistic director Aubrey Mellor
has called “the Old Tote play list” as yet another way of avoiding the serious task of developing
our own dramatic voices.
Julian Meyrick. Professor of Creative Arts, Flinders University. Artistic Counsel State Theatre
Company South Australia. Honorary Associate, La Trobe University. Honorary Fellow, Deakin
University. Associate Director and Literary Advisor at Melbourne Theatre Company 2002-07.
kickhouse theatre artistic director 1989-98. Founder member and Deputy Chair, PlayWriting
Australia 2004-09. Member, federal government’s Creative Australia Advisory Group 2008-10.
Director of many award-winning theatre productions, most recently Angela’s Kitchen, which
attracted the 2012 Helpmann for Best Australian Work. Director of the inaugural production of
Who’s Afraid of the Working Class? and winner of the 1998 Green Room Award for Best Director
on the Fringe. He has published books of the Nimrod Theatre and the MTC, a Currency House
Platform Paper, and numerous articles on Australian theatre, cultural policy and contemporary
dramaturgy.
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Stefano Muneroni, University of Alberta
stefano.muneroni@ualberta.ca

Translational Eschatology and the Absence of God in Rajiv Joseph’s
Bengal Tiger at the Baghdad Zoo
The 2009 Broadway production of Bengal Tiger at the Baghdad Zoo showcased Rajiv Joseph as one
of the newest and most exciting voices in playwriting. The play is set against the backdrop of a
dilapidated Baghdad in the aftermath of the American attacks against Saddam Hussein. The
plot revolves around Musa, an Iraqui translator, as he is coping with the difficulties of his job
and the loss of his family. This character makes a compelling case for the fallibility of all
translations by embodying the many difficulties of translating languages and cultures, and
questioning the production of meaning in translational processes. As the improbable hero of a
very dark and whimsical story, Musa translates from one language and culture to another, but
he also “translates” animals into vegetable sculptures as the artist who created the topiaries of
Uday Hussein’s gardens. As the artist/translator of the story, he is explicitly equated with God
in the final scene where the topiaries become the only tangible sign of the presence of God.
While Rajiv Joseph metaphorizes translation in order to problematize the layered process that it
entails, he also investigates how translation can connect to the dead and speak to/for the dead.
When the characters die they acquire transcendence by displaying abilities they did not have in
life: the tiger translates himself into a philosophizing being who even manages to overcome his
animalistic tendencies, while a deceased American soldier speaks Arabic and communicates with
the dead. The play places much emphasis on death and translation as in-between states where
characters can explore aspects of their life they could not access when alive, and in so doing it
asks questions about the power of translating self and others as a liminal and spiritual activities.
If on one hand the play presents translators as cultural heroes capable of communicating across
two or more worlds, it also addresses their difficulty in dealing with the inevitable disappearance
of the source text. Translation bears witness to the inescapable disappearance, a death in itself,
of the very object of translation but at the same time it revels in commemorating the original
connection that is lost forever. This is a key interpretation of translation in Bengal Tiger at the
Bagdad Zoo, a play that juxtaposes and compares both the absence of the source language, or its
incommunicability, to the very absence of God, whose existence is doubted by almost every
character.
The play equates translation with religious inquiry and understands linguistic and cultural
translations as acts of faith in which the emergence of the new text is both always in the process
of manifesting itself as well as always predicated on the ashes of the original.
I will use the Canadian premiere of the play in Edmonton to discuss single scenes, and I will also
draw on directors’ notes and photos from that show to illustrate the spiritual and eschatological
role Rajiv Joseph casts on translation. Furthermore, I will use Jacques Derrida’s landmark essay
“On the Tower of Babel,” Paul Ricoeur’s Oneself as Another, and contemporary translation
theorists such as Lawrence Venuti and Michael Cronin to shed light on the play’s translational
eschatology.
Stefano Muneroni is Assistant Professor of Intercultural Theatre at the University of Alberta.
He is a theatre historian, dramaturg and translator who has taught in Italy, England, the U.S.,
and Canada. Recent dramaturgical credits include Yerma, Angels in America, The American Clock,
Tales of the Lost Formicans, The Mill on the Floss, The Toxic Bus Incident, and Old Times. Recent
translations include Xavier Villaurrutia’s El ausente, Osvaldo Dragún’s Tres historias para ser
contadas, and Brad Levinson’s A Ritual of Faith. He received grants to conduct research in
Honduras, Mexico and Argentina, was awarded the Andrew Mellon Predoctoral Fellowship for
2007-2008, and is the recipient of a 2012 KIAS Cluster Grant to research the post 9/11
Mexican-American border. He has published academic articles on Latin American theatre,
religion and drama, and translation.
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Nithya Nagarajan, Monash University
nithya.nagarajan@monash.edu

Framing race and gender through ‘liminal’ performance: The case of
Anita Ratnam
This paper examines the work of dancer-scholar-activist Anita Ratnam whose work is situated in
the liminal space between the classical and contemporary in Indian dance. Her performance
work, though tangibly contemporary, is rooted in Indianness. She creates her work out of her
home base in Chennai, Tamil Nadu, the home of India’s neo-classical dance form,
Bharatanatyam The paper draws on her performance repertoire, online presence and curatorial
experience to enable the understanding of the construction of identity and representation of the
21st century cosmopolitan woman in India. The paper also engages with South Asian discourse
on postcolonial identity formation, modernism and feminism to understand her work and vision,
thereby problematizing notions of ‘cultural purity’ and rigid ‘classicism’ in Indian dance.
I investigate her kinesthetic traces of departure from the conventional solo repertory in
Bharatanatyam, as representations of rebellion of the ‘racialized’ and ‘gendered’ body in
transnational and local spaces they inhabit. Her collaborative performance process and
aesthetics question ideals of patriarchal authority in India and disrupt power relations. However,
her performance work is still heavily based out of Indian mythology and the idea of interaction
between body and consciousness, the bedrock in Indian classical dance and Yogic practice. I
interlace the text with authorial reflexivity through my muscle memory of the embodied practice
of Bharatanatyam to gather insights on the South Asian framing of race and gender through
liminal performance.
Nithya Nagarajan is a PhD Theatre Performance candidate associated with the Centre for
Theatre and Performance, Monash University. Her research focuses on contemporary feminist
praxis as a continuum of the classical dance tradition of Bharatanatyam in Indian metropolises.
She holds a Masters degree in Culture, Creativity and Entrepreneurship from The University of
Leeds in the UK. Her MA dissertation was titled ‘Tracing Footsteps: An interdisciplinary
evaluation of the transitional nature of Bharatanatyam’. She also holds a Bachelors degree in
Accounting and Finance from The University of Madras, India. Before coming to Australia,
Nithya has extensive performance experience as a Bharatanatyam dancer and has received
numerous awards. She also worked in the capacity of a ‘Project Assistant’ for Light Night – a
government organized multi-site, multi-art event hosted annually in the UK. She currently
volunteers in event production with Tedx Melbourne.
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Jeremy Neideck, Queensland University of Technology, jeremyneideck@gmail.com
Nathan Stoneham, Artist

지하 Underground: Storytelling across Language and Culture
A transcultural collaboration between Korean and Australian artists, 지하 Underground is both
a fully functioning, licensed live music venue and a piece of music theatre that re-imagines the
world as a place where the routinely marginalised are safe. A space where love exists outside of
language, culture, gender, or sexuality. The process of devising the work was informed by
Slimbach’s (2005) transcultural competencies of perspective consciousness, global awareness,
and affective development: “the capacity to demonstrate personal qualities and standards ‘of the
heart’” (p. 207). This approach saw지하 Underground develop as a bilingual piece of music
theatre that mindfully interweaves the cultures and subcultures of the family of artists involved,
resulting in a work that, as Ficher-Lichte’s (2009) writes, anticipates what is expected to become
a wider social reality.
지하 Underground combines western storytelling techniques with conventions from traditional
Korean performance forms that enroll the audience as active (and vocal) participants. In the
tradition of the Korean opera style of pansori, narrative links are used to thread songs and
dialogue together. This is driven in Korean by actress Lee Chunnam, who delivers in a
heightened aniri (recitative), in tandem with Thom Browning who works in an English-language
style not dissimilar to children’s storytelling. By using simple vocabulary and positioning himself
as a “besider” (Radvan, 2008), Browning actively invests in the comprehension of the Korean
audience, whilst native English speakers are carried through Lee’s passages through her use of
aniri’s imitative vocal contours and rhythmic onomatopoeia. The result is that the audience
travels together through the work, regardless of their linguistic background, and without the aid
of surtitles or line-for-line translation.
Jeremy Neideck is a performance artist, dancer and composer with a strong focus on
transcultural practices and exploring the convergence of extreme physicality with extended
vocal techniques in installed. Since graduating from Queensland University of Technology he
has trained in physical theatre and butoh with Yumiko Yoshioka, Zen Zen Zo Dairakudakan and
Sankai Juku (Tokyo), Yumi Umiumare, Tess de Quincey, and Barney O’Hanlan (SITI New
York). In 2011, Jeremy directed Deluge for Red Moon Rising, combining butoh with pansori
(traditional Korean opera), shamanic performance and live music in a contemporary Australian
context for Metro Arts 2011 FreeRange. In 2009, Jeremy completed residencies with The
National Theater of Korea and The National Art Studio (Seoul), supported by Aphids and the
Australia-Korea Foundation. In 2010, Jeremy was a participant in the JUMP National
Mentoring Program for Young and Emerging Artists, during which he was resident artist at the
Seoul Art Space_Mullae in an exchange negotiated between REM Theatre and the Seoul
Foundation for Arts and Culture (SFAC). In 2011, Jeremy co-wrote and directed지하
Underground, a new work of transcultural music theatre for Motherboard Productions and Metro
Arts Independents, which was presented in 2012 as part of the Brisbane Festival with assistance
from the Australia-Korea Foundation.Jeremy is currently a candidate in QUT’s Master of Arts
(Research) program where he is investigating the use of embodied metaphor to interweave the
practices of butoh and pansori in performance.
Nathan Stoneham is a transdiciplinary Australian artist working as an actor, musician and
facilitator in the areas of children’s theatre, cross-cultural collaborations and community
development. Since graduating from QUT with a bachelor of Creative Industries (Drama) and a
Bachelor of Education, he has spent much time working in Korea as a storyteller, performance
artist and workshop facilitator. As an Australian Youth Ambassador for Development, Nathan
spent one year in the Kingdom of Tonga as a drama trainer at Tonga Family Health
Association. With support from the Australia-Korea foundation, The Australia Council For The
Arts and Arts QLD, Nathan has been developing his Korean language skills and his ability to
use art activism for community development through civic engagement and cross cultural
exchange.
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Rachael Thérèse Nolan, La Trobe University – via Skype
rt_nolan@hotmail.com

From One Into Another: The relationship between performer, process
and spectator
A performing artist quietly stares at the numerous photographs of her live work hung up on the
gallery wall. She stands there looking like any other viewer, but her body silently recalls the
event, twitching and moving as if it were performing again. She remembers the process it took
to get to this final stage. She looks over to the other people present; what do they feel, what do
they sense? She is transported back to the live event itself, but is it possible for a spectator of the
static visual remains of the event to feel something similar?
From One Into Another explores the nature of a one-off performed live event, from a
phenomenological perspective, and within a ‘Performing and Visual Arts’ framework, looking
specifically at the work of Australian performer and visual artist Jill Orr.
Can one-off performed live events engage a live audience and to what extent can
‘documentation’ of these events effectively represent and extend the actions performed?
How do different forms of media effectively record, transpose, add, contain, alter, extend
and/or document live events? Concentrating on works that do not use text as a means of
communication, this paper will question the ability of body-based performances translating
equally to an audience made up of differing cultural, racial, social and economic backgrounds.
Rachael Thérèse Nolan is currently completing her Master of Arts in Theatre and Drama at
La Trobe University. She has been an active member of the Melbourne ‘fringe’ visual and
performing art scenes for over a decade, and her work continues to be influenced by her formal
gymnastics, contemporary dance and physical theatre training. The main focus of Rachael’s
academic research and performance making process is the phenomenological relationship
between a live performing artist and a spectator.
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Jasna Novakovic, Independent scholar and translator
jasna.novakovic8@gmail.com

Foreignization or Liberation?
Because of his poetic language, Daniel Keene was always going to be hard to translate or so I
thought. The word-play around an ongoing chain of signifiers, which exposed the emotional
barrier between the two half-brothers in Half & Half, somehow triggered the same impulse in
me as the translator. Without any attempt at domestication, equivalent Serbian words to those
chosen by Keene came spontaneously, creating in me a similar sense of play to that an actor
experiences in his or her role. I even managed to keep the same rhythmic structure and length
of the lines, though not necessarily the same metre. Only on a couple of occasions did it prove
impossible to use the key signifiers and at the same time make them rhyme, as was the case in
Keene’s playtext.
The example of Half & Half demonstrates that playability need not be an issue in the target
language any more than it is in the original. Translation asks for adaptability to the source text
and forbids any form of canonisation of the translation process. What needs transposing into a
different language is thoughts and ideas and thoughts and ideas can be expressed equally well in
all Indo-European languages. The shades of difference that sometimes exist between them are
inescapable but they emanate from the meaning invested in certain phenomena, behavioural
patterns, etc. In other words, they arise from cultural differences and should be left to show as
such. The long cultivated repertoire policy on the Belgrade theatre scene, where the moderns
play alongside the classics, local playwrights alongside international celebrities, demonstrates
that, If sufficiently exposed to foreign elements in a variety of forms, audiences begin to accept
them as normal. They even expect them and choose to see a play precisely because of its
‘foreign’ resonance that brings with it a sense of novelty and an anticipation of new possibility,
rather than a sense of recognition of one’s own experience. It is an approach very much in
keeping with Venuti’s technique of foreignization. I would, however, call it liberation of the
mind.
Jasna Novaković. It was after her first sojourn in Melbourne that Jasna Novaković began
translating excerpts from prose works by Australian writers, including Peter Carey, Elizabeth
Jolley and David Brooks. Brian Friel’s masterpiece Translations, which alone stands outside the
Australian framework of reference, opened in Jasna’s translation at The Yugoslav Drama
Theatre in April 2009. By then, Jasna was living in Australia where she completed her PhD and
was working in the academia. The Belgrade-based journal for literature in translation, Mostovi,
published the full text of Dead White Males, while Jasna is still looking for an outlet for her
translation of Daniel Keene’s play Half & Half.
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David O’Donnell, Victoria University of Wellington
david.odonnell@vuw.ac.nz

Kila Kokonut Krew: Translating the Pasifika Migrant Experience in Niu
Sila
Kila Kokonut Krew (KKK) was the first Pasifika theatre company to come out of South
Auckland, founded in 2002 by the children of Pacific migrants who arrived in Aotearoa New
Zealand (Niu Sila) in the 1970s, seeking the economic benefits of Western industrialised society.
For these migrants, the act of translation was central to their experience as they were forced to
learn English quickly to adapt to Pālagi (European) schools and workplaces. KKK co-founders
Vela Manusaute and Anapela Polataivao did not speak English when they arrived in Niu Sila at
the ages of nine and five respectively. Manusaute has become an established playwright, writing
multi-lingual plays which include English dialogue infused with the rhythms of his joint Samoan
and Nuiean heritage. In 2011 KKK created a musical called The Factory, written and directed by
Manusaute and Polataivao which played to full houses for four weeks at the newly built
Mangere Arts Centre in South Auckland. The Factory was greeted by enthusiastic reviews,
leading to an invitation to re-work the show for the 2013 Auckland Arts Festival. The shift from
South Auckland to Queen Street is a significant landmark in KKK’s history as the company
aims to present Pasifika perspectives to a wider audience base. Linguistic adaptation underscores
the dialogue and music in The Factory as it translates the experiences of the migrant generation
who fuelled the workforces of industrial South Auckland in the 1970s. Now KKK has received a
major grant to adapt The Factory into an on-line web series. This paper examines the evolution of
The Factory’s diasporic themes in the transitions from a low budget production to mainstream
festival and digital performance.
David O’Donnell is an Associate Professor in Theatre at Victoria University, Wellington,
Aotearoa/ New Zealand. David has directed many premieres of New Zealand plays, most
recently Heat by Lynda Chanwai-Earle, Te Karakia by Albert Belz, Collapsing Creation by
Arthur Meek and West End Girls by Ken Duncum. He has published widely on New Zealand
and Australian theatre, M?ori and Pacific performance, community theatre and Shakespearean
performance. With Marc Maufort, he co-edited Performing Aotearoa (2007) a book on
contemporary New Zealand theatre and is currently editor of the Playmarket New Zealand Play
Series.
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George Parker, University of Canterbury
george.parker@canterbury.ac.nz

“Getting a swamp-on”: translating and adapting Werner Fritsch’s
Jenseits to Christchurch, New Zealand
This paper considers a recent Free Theatre Christchurch production, Hereafter, which was based
on a translation of Werner Fritsch’s Jenseits. The text was originally chosen for the way the
subject resonated in relation to New Zealand in general and Christchurch in particular: a man
reflects in seconds of horror on what remains in his memory and what dominates our pictures of
sex and violence. Although Christchurch has no more murders than other cities in New Zealand
(fewer in fact), there are “special twists” to these Christchurch murders, as sociologist Greg
Newbold describes it, which speak to something deep and dark at the core of the city’s collective
psyche. This is particularly evident in male on female violence. There is a connection between
this gender violence and a socio-historical repression within a Puritan, male dominated society,
a contemporary milieu that alienates and shuns ‘untouchables’ to the margins. This paper
explores the translation of German fascist structures (Theleweit) to crypto-fascist, Puritan Kiwi
tendencies in Hereafter through a creative process that delves into the swampy underbelly of New
Zealand identity.
George Parker is a long time member of Free Theatre Christchurch. Although losing its
theatre in the Christchurch Arts Centre due to the 2011 earthquakes, Free Theatre produced
award-winning productions Hereafter and I Sing the Body Electric in transitional spaces last year.
George is the manager of Te Puna Toi Performance Research Project (Theatre and Film
Studies Department at Canterbury University). In 2008 he completed a PhD titled ‘Actor
Alone’, which explored solo performance in New Zealand. In April 2011, he was voted into the
newly formed post-earthquake, arts-advocacy group Arts Voice Christchurch. He put forward
the Arts Circus project as a wellspring for a wider River of Arts, which features in the City
Council Rebuild Plan and the Government Blueprint. He also initiated and helped deliver the
inaugural Festival of Transitional Architecture (FESTA) with a view to engaging with the
extraordinary urban environment of Christchurch. In 2013 he is coordinating Canterbury Tales
for FESTA 2013, as well as preparing a solo performance on post-quake Christchurch, and
playing the role of the Soldier in the Christchurch Symphony Orchestra’s production of The
Soldier’s Tale for the Christchurch Arts Festival.!
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Sarah Peters, University of Southern Queensland
sarah.peters@usq.edu.au

Translating Story to Script: A snapshot of the Verbatim Theatre
process
A snapshot captures a small moment in time. The story, knowledge and meaning the snapshot
conveys may only carry truth and reality for those within its frame. However, there is the
potential for a multiplicity of other viewers from various times and places to identify with the
snapshot and learn from its image. This paper seeks to share the story of a snapshot of Verbatim
Theatre (VT); the story of four playwrights who have each used the process of VT and who
were willing to share their experiences of translating story to script. I do not seek to outline a
universal or explicit image of current VT in Australia. Rather, I hope to portray the insights and
knowledges contained within a single snapshot in the knowledge that a multitude of viewers may
find meaning here. The four artists interviewed; Alana Valentine, Yana Taylor, Claire Christian
and David Burton; articulated the impact they perceive a VT process has on its community of
participants, the possibilities of social change inherent within the form and described the
pedagogy of their practice: how they translate/transform the stories of individuals into a
collective sharing of story. Through comparative analysis of each artist’s process and research
into the form of VT I have identified and named a number of VT strategies common to each
artists practice. This identification may enable a critical and reflective dialogue to begin between
artists’ in the field, emerging practitioners, educators and academics. I suggest that the terms
identified in this paper; particularly the naming of Story Interviews, Data Interviews and
Listening for Aesthetics, will enable practicing artists to communicate their translation
methodology thereby creating opportunities for enhanced sharing and innovation in this
exciting form of theatre.
Sarah Peters is currently studying her PhD at the University of Southern Queensland after
completing her Master of Arts in 2012 with the dissertation Listening to Story: Investigating the Art of
Interviewing within the Verbatim Theatre Process. Sarah has a passion for community and political
theatre, education through the arts and engaging young people through drama. After teaching
for four years in the rural Queensland town of St George Sarah is now based in the regional city
of Toowoomba where she has been involved in community theatre productions through the
Empire Theatre. Sarah is currently working on a Verbatim Theatre project focusing on the
stories of women who, like Sarah, have Alopecia; an autoimmune condition that results in
varying degrees of hairloss.
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Maggi Phillips, WAAPA, Edith Cowan University
maggi.phillips@ecu.edu.au

Translating skipping: An action moving between release and
contraction
Synonyms of translation embrace a two-way action: a movement outwards towards
transformation and its inwardly directed counterpoint, decipherment. How might this release
and contraction (to borrow and translate from the foundational principle of Martha Graham’s
modern dance technique) apply to moving back and forth between two modes of practice,
between dancing and writing? This discussion, prompted by the habitual complaints of
practiced-based artistic researchers voicing the impossibility of converting ‘doing’ into ‘writing,’
skirts around debates of skill familiarity, anxieties born of childhood scenes of rejection, of
writing’s associations with judgment and tendencies to apprise knowledge through one or more
of Howard Gardner’s ‘multiple intelligence,’ to focus on the simple act of skipping and its
potential ‘translations.’
In part, the proposed bidirectional examination of the step-hop ‘skip’ action builds upon a foray
into this kinaesthetic phenomenon begun two years ago. Then, as now, I was intrigued with the
embodied metaphorical knowledge (Lakoff and Johnson, 2003) emanating from a movement,
considered as indicative of the high level achievement in childhood locomotor development
(Heywood and Getchell, 2005) which, apart from its integral significance in dancing, is
summarily dropped from ‘academic’ adult repertoires. The two-way movement detected in the
linguistic signifier, ‘translation,’ presents an opportunity both to test the fecundity of ideas
embedded in a simple movement and to demonstrate the interconnectivity of writing and
dancing by way of thought at a conceptual rather than at a codified level of practice. The
transformation and decipherment of ‘skipping’ may act as a catalyst for dissembling barriers
between ‘doing’ and writing, converting translations between the two into a constructive
continuum?
Maggi Phillips is the coordinator of Research and Creative Practice at the Western Australian
Academy of Performing Arts, a position that enables daily access to the integration of artistic
innovation and research. Together with Associate Professor colleagues, Cheryl Stock and Kim
Vincs, Maggi published Guidelines for best practice in Australian Doctoral and Masters Examination,
encompassing the two primary modes of investigation, written and multi-modal theses. Her fascination with
the question of knowledge in multiple forms has led to investigations that range from
contemporary dance across cultures, skipping and clowns.
Note: this study belongs (uncomfortably) with Places of contact between translation theory and
performance practice, between translation practice and performance theory. Philosophical
rather than theoretical may be the guiding premise?
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Shane Pike and Gabrielle Metcalf, WAAPA, Edith Cowan University
spike0@our.ecu.edu.au and gabmet@iinet.net.au

Translating data: presenting academic work to mainstream audiences
through performance practice
At this year’s Perth Fringe Festival a newly formed theatre company, The Kitchen Sink
Collective, presented the work of three Higher Degree by Research students to the general
public in a one-hour show. This production, titled Lifted!, was a representation of over two years
of academic research and was deliberately created in order to translate that research into an
entertaining, relevant and professional piece of dramatic art in order to present it to a
mainstream audience.
‘So often such endeavours are a tad precious and so avant-garde that even the creators are hard-pressed to define
what they are all about. Not so with Lifted!’ (Carol Flavell Neist, artshub.com)
The two founding members of The Kitchen Sink Collective will present a joint paper on the
process of creating Lifted!. From the call-out for playwrights from all over Australia to contribute
to the script, to the workshop/rehearsals with the performers (that also informed their research)
the final production and its combined research and practical outcomes will be discussed.
Exploring an authentic leadership model in the rehearsal process for one director and
examining onstage (re)presentations of masculinity for another, this paper will assess the
production’s success in translating research and theory from its academic medium to the stage.
Gabrielle Metcalf is currently completing a PhD in Theatre Directing at WAAPA. She is a
lecturer in Theatre Studies at the University of Notre Dame and works as an improviser and
facilitator for the Australian Institute of Management in leadership training courses. Her
research is looking at the application of leadership theory to the directing process.
Shane Pike is currently completing his PhD (Performing Arts – Directing) at the Western
Australian Academy of Performing Arts, where he has been awarded an Edith Cowan
University Research Excellence Award. His current research looks at (re)presentations of
masculinity in contemporary Australian theatre. As a director/writer Shane’s most recent works
include Lifted! at the Perth Fringe, Tonight at 8:30 at the University of Tasmania and FUCK!Dance
with the Taanteatro Dance Theatre Company in Sao Paulo, Brazil. An article on Shane’s
current research has been published in the book Changing Facts, Changing Minds, Changing Worlds
(Black Swan Press).
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Yoni Prior, Deakin University
yoni.prior@deakin.edu.au

Assembling the Bytes: Teaching devised performance in the ether
This paper will reflect on a series of digital theatre collaborations between students at Deakin
University and the University of Amsterdam between 2009 and 2013, and examine the complex
project of retrieval, reconstruction and assembly necessitated by the shift into virtual making
spaces. If devising performance is already a ‘distributed’ process, working in the ‘telematic
rehearsal room’ (Petralia, 2010) fragments that process further. The notional room is expanded
across temporal and spatial boundaries to embrace a myriad set of possible sites of creation,
production and reception – but also contracted to what can be squeezed through the
bandwidth, the camera lens and the microphone. The process of making in this context
demands a more instrumentalist approach as it is translated into a series of tasks that can be
approached from multiple locations in space and time. This necessary distribution across
multiple ‘rooms’, sites and sub-sites, however, challenges the conventional – perhaps nostalgicnotion of ‘flow’ and create a set of stringent demands to effect the collection and assembly of
‘bytes’ of performance in both process and production. The paper will largely focus on
Foreman’s dictum, “making theatre is about working with what is really in the room”, as a
frame for assessing reflexive/creative strategies developed in a recent project where students
worked with, through, and counter to, the limits of digitally-mediated connection to create a
multi-site performance about the limits of digitally-mediated connection.
Yoni Prior is a Senior Lecturer in the School of Communication and Creative Arts, Deakin
University. She has published on contemporary performance practice, practice as research,
dramaturgy in dance and theatre, rehearsal practice, intermedial theatre and e-learning, and
repertoire development. She is currently completing doctoral research on resource implications
for creative processes in performance, and has created a number of digital theatre collaborations
between Deakin University, the University of Amsterdam, the British Museum and the Museum
of Archaeology and Anthropology at Cambridge University.
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Jeremy Rice, WAAPA, Edith Cowan University
jeremy@alwaysworkingartists.com.au

Gin Tan Xiao Suo (detective story): producing non-English language
theatre for English-speaking audiences
I propose a workshop that enables participants to investigate creating bilingual, multilingual
and non-English language theatre for school audiences. The workshop is practical and
experiential: I will work as a director with participants to create a short performance in a
language other than English, intended to be performed for an English-speaking audience.
The workshop process is my own, refined through experience directing professional and
community theatre productions in languages other than English. I have been a practising
theatre artist for twenty years. In the past three years, as a post-graduate student, I have
investigated some of the theoretical underpinnings of such work. A brief history of my
practice and its later intersection with academic research follows.
On my first day as artistic director of Shopfront Theatre for Young People, I was presented
with a challenge of language, dramaturgy and performance direction. I had to step in for the
original director of a theatre production who had failed to turn up for the dress rehearsal of a
return season. The play, Za Dusa, was group-devised with no written script, and performed in
Macedonian and Greek – two languages I don’t speak. The cast of teenagers were excited
about working with a new director, especially one with experience directing their favourite
television soap-operas. They wanted direction on their acting. I was worried that I wouldn’t
understand what they were saying. I had no choice but to direct. Necessity propelled me into
directing a multilingual and non–English language theatre production for young audiences.
It was the first of many over the past fifteen years. I have since commissioned and directed
theatre productions in Chinese languages (including Gin Tan Xiao Suo for NSW Carnivale,
Trains of Thought for Barking Gecko Theatre Company), Arabic, German, Maori, Greek
(Darwin Festival), Vietnamese and Yolngu (Pirates of the Arafura Sea, Youth Education
Program, Adelaide Fringe Festival 2006).
As I did in that dress-rehearsal, I have continued to plunge into multilingual projects.
Extensive translation does take place during the course of the project, including in the final
performance. I work with bilingual artists, actors and other creative artists to create rehearsal
room translations and shared understandings of text and meaning. English-speaking
audience members internally translate what they witness on stage. I resist translation of text
or speech for an audience outside the world of the lay. If the characters are Greek, and speak
Greek in the world of the play, then that is the language of the performance.
Recently, I was introduced to the work of Lawrence Venuti (in an article published,
coincidentally, the same month as the dress rehearsal of Za Dusa) (Lawrence Venuti,
‘Translation and the pedagogy of literature’, Collage English, Urbana March 1996). Venuti,
writing on the study of foreign literature, suggests that ignoring the issue of translation in the
study of foreign literature conceals inscription of cultural values and re-inscribes the
dominance of English: “The repression of translation makes ideas and forms appear to be
free-floating, unmoored from history, transcending the linguistic and cultural differences that
required…their translation…[and] their interpretation.” Venuti writes about teaching the
“remainder” which is the remaining meaning inscribed into the text by the process of
translating it. By extension, there is also a remaining meaning in the original text which
cannot be translated. Through the workshop, I hope to investigate, with participates, the
question, is it possible for a monolingual person to understand Venuti’s “remainder” (what
cannot be translated)?
Jeremy Rice has twenty years’ experience as a director of theatre and television for young
audiences. He has particular interest in creating performances with and for young people from
migrant, refugee and Indigenous communities. He has directed many productions in languages
other than English, including Arabic, Cantonese, Greek and Macedonian. He was a keynote
speaker at the 2008 Australian Multicultural Arts Forum and presented a paper with his
collaborator, Afeif Ismail Abdelrazig, at the 2012 Steinhardt International Forum on Theatre for
Young Audiences, New York University.
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Alison Richards, Monash University
alison.m.richards@monash.edu

‘You’re emerging til you die’: contemporary performance practice and
the independent sector
Since the early 1970s, the field of art performance practice in Australia has been decisively
influenced by the administration of Federal, state and local government arts funding programs.
The level of funding available has consistently triggered and then failed to keep pace with
demand. Changes to funding priorities, policies and procedures have therefore had a
disproportionate influence on which artists have been able to sustain a ‘professional’ practice
and what cultural product actually reaches an audience.
At the same time, the numbers of those at least occasionally employed, the range and kind of
their activities, and their estimated contribution to GDP has continued to grow. The thriving, if
financially challenged, ‘small to medium’ and independent performance sectors are now
demonstrably larger and more productive, with better overall audience support and
demographic reach than the major funded companies. Independent practice however remains
an area of high risk and uncertain reward for individuals and groups working within it.
The span of my career has more or less exactly coincided with these developments. I would like
to take former Australia Council Theatre Board Chair Rosalba Clemente’s wry observation as a
motto in presenting a ‘Gulliver’s eye view’ of my experiences as an independent practitioner,
with some provisional observations on change and stasis in the sector over the past forty years.
Alison Richards has made an outstanding contribution to Australian performance practice
and performance research over four decades. She has a strong interest in cross-disciplinary
performance and is known both for her solo performance works and for her collaborations with
other artists. Alison was Artistic Director of Drama Project Trust/The Mushroom Troupe,
Australia’s first professional community theatre company, is a past Chair and Life Member of
Footscray Community Arts Centre and Theatre Works, St Kilda and is currently Adjunct
Senior Lecturer in the Centre for Theatre and Performance Studies at Monash University.
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Sally Richards, Victoria University of Wellington
sallyjoanrichards@gmail.com

Directing: A Mirror to Solo Performance
Provocation, Collaboration and Proxy Audience
In Indian Ink’s solo performance The Guru of Chai, the story-teller creates a magical world,
cast with multiple characters, capturing the sights and sounds of other worlds. But what of the
performer’s journey from personal story to public performance? This process of creating solo
performance is one of translation. This is the rehearsal room work for the performer, and
director (when present). This action is one of translation and adaption, of intervention and
innovation. And it is this particular collaboration, between director and performer, that remains
largely invisible. The metaphors of mirror, camera, magnifying glass, witness and participant are
helpful in considering the rehearsal room roles of director and performer in solo performance
and the liminal space between private and public.
My research investigates the creative conditions of solo performance work with a particular
emphasis on the working relationship of director and performer. How does this solo
collaboration work differently to a multi-cast play? How is the director placed as proxy audience
and as a mirror in creating solo performance? How is the relationship negotiated? What are the
directorial challenges? In discussion with the creators of The Guru Of Chai, actor Jacob Rajan
and director Justin Lewis, I seek to understand how the one on one relationship inherent in
directing solo performance is encountered and negotiated, and question how it informs theatre
practice.
Sally Richards is a second year PhD candidate at Victoria University of Wellington, and holds
a Master of Theatre Arts in Directing from Toi Whakaari:NZ Drama School and Victoria
University, and a Bachelor of Theatre with Honours from James Cook University of North
Queensland. Her doctoral thesis examines the directing of solo performance, with a practice-led
research component that will create an original solo theatre work.
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Meredith Rogers, La Trobe University and The University of Melbourne
m.rogers@latrobe.edu.au

The Persians on Pakington Street and other unlikely adaptations for
community theatre
The community theatre enterprise undertaken by James McCaughey and his company at
Deakin University in the late 70s and early 80s had much in common with community theatre
companies elsewhere in Australia and internationally. One core belief emerging in the period
was the idea that a live theatre culture was one in which the theatre was enmeshed in the life of
its city or community. The model for such a theatre that was best known to the company was
that of 5th century Athens but conditions in Geelong in the 1970s were rather different.
Nevertheless the company’s regular open theatre evenings, known as Mill Nights, were amongst
their more successful attempts to knit the act of theatre back into the life of its community.
Given company member’s intellectual and aesthetic interest in the form of Greek tragedy as well
as its social and political significance, it should not come as a surprise that experiments with
these plays, their formal devices and effects, were undertaken at Mill Night from time to time.
The paper will investigate some of these experiments in which plays from the Athenian canon
were adapted, rehearsed and performed in a single night by a group of up to 120 participants.
Meredith Rogers has made theatre and performance in mainstream and independent settings
for 40 years. She is an honorary research associate at La Trobe University and co-editor of
Australasian Drama Studies
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Amit Sarwal and David Walker, Deakin University
amit.sarwal@deakin.edu.au

“That Man of Yours”: Shivaram’s Sensational Dance Tour of Australia,
1947-1951
Ananda Shivaram (1916-2001), the renowned Indian classical dancer can be considered as one
of the first Indian cultural diplomats to visit Australia. Shivaram along with his wife and codanseuse Janaki Devi and manager Louise Lightfoot, supported by an ensemble of Australian
dancers including Ruth Bergner, Moya Beaver, Pat Martin and Betty Russell, successfully
toured and promoted a range of Indian classical dance forms, like Kathakali, Manipuri and
Bharatanatyam, throughout Australia during 1947-1951. His story and cultural collaboration
with Louise Lightfoot is something straight out of a Bollywood masala film! Lightfoot organised,
publicised, translated and explained the art of Indian temple dancing, virtually unknown and
unseen before, to an Australian audience. But, somewhere in the remarkable Louise Lightfoot
story that people know about, Shivaram’s tale of a sensational Australian tour interestingly gets
stifled. It is a very fascinating story and nothing has been written on him and about his
Australian tours. Shivaram, who first visited Australia in March 1947 as a British colonial
subject, and was still performing in various Australian cities by the time India gained
independence in August 1947, tried his best to communicate and translate the ideas within
Hindu spirituality through dance to a more general and largely ignorant Australian public. His
journey becomes more fascinating because of the workings of race relations, existing prejudices
against Asians and stereotypical exotic representation of the Orient and Orientals in
performance arts in Australia at that time. In this paper we try to chart out through Australian
newspaper reports and advertisements that sensational journey and making of the greatest
exponent of South Indian dance drama.
Keywords: Shivaram, Louise Lightfoot, Dance, India, Australia, Culture, Religion, Race
Amit Sarwal is Alfred Deakin Postdoctoral Research Fellow at the Centre for Citizenship and
Globalisation (CCG), Deakin University, Australia and also the Convenor of Australia-India
Interdisciplinary Research Network (AIIRN). He is interested in Australia’s relationship with
India particularly through an examination of events that are part of cross-cultural diplomacy.
He has taught as Assistant Professor in the Department of English at SGND Khalsa College and
Rajdhani College, University of Delhi, India. He was an Honorary Visiting Scholar (2006-2007)
at Monash University as an Endeavour Asia Award winner. His areas of interest include South
Asian Diaspora Literature, Australian Literature and Popular Fiction on which he has organised
and presented in many conferences and published in various journals and books. He has coedited a number of books on Australian studies, latest being: Wanderings in India: Australian
Perceptions (2012); Bridging Imaginations: South Asian Diaspora in Australia (2013); and Enriched Relations:
Public Diplomacy in Australia-Indian Relations (2013).
David Walker is Alfred Deakin Professor of Australian Studies at Deakin University, Australia,
and the inaugural BHP Billiton Chair of Australian Studies at Peking University, China. He is a
leading cultural historian with a special interest in Australia’s relationship with Asia. His bestknown book is Anxious Nation: Australia and the Rise of Asia, 1850 to 1939 published in 1999 and
winner of the Ernest Scott prize for History in 2001. Anxious Nation has been translated into
Chinese and was released in China in 2009 and an Indian edition was published in the same
year by SSS publications, New Delhi. A Hindi translation will appear in 2013. His recent book
Not Dark Yet (2011) examines sight, memory, family and history. His latest book co-edited with
Agnieszka Sobocinska is Australia’s Asia: From Yellow Peril to Asian Century, UWA Publishing, 2012.
Professor Walker has extensive experience in the development of Australian Studies programs in
the Peoples Republic of China, India, Japan and Indonesia and held the Distinguished Visiting
Chair of Australian Studies at the University of Copenhagen in 2010. He is also a Visiting
Professor in the School of Foreign Studies, Renmin University, Beijing and a Fellow of the
Academy of the Social Sciences in Australia and the Australian Academy of the Humanities.
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Julie Shearer, University of New England
jsheare4@une.edu.au

Translating from the ‘Real’: Version 1.0, Ilbijerri, Belvoir Street and the
Palm Island community’s Beautiful One Day
In 2004, after the sudden and violent death in custody of Mulrunji Doomadgee, the Palm Island
riots erupted onto our news screens. But the longer and deeper story of enforced exile, slave
labour, stolen children and heroic resistance were too complex for the mainstream media to
contend with. “I don’t believe many of you know where Palm Island is. I don’t believe many of
you know what Palm Island is”, says Magdalena Buckley, Palm Island elder and cast member.
Beautiful One Day attempts an ethical translation of those real and complex events into
documentary theatre.
My argument considers this production in the light of its process, its content and its form. As an
intervention by the theatre makers in the real life and experiences of the Palm Island community
and also an attempt by members of that community to reach out and tell their stories to a wider
‘mainland’ audience, this process engages with some of the more difficult considerations of
documentary theatre: who can speak from where to whom, who belongs, who is exiled and how
the cultural ownership of this story can be negotiated and transferred in the process of making
theatre. I also consider the political efficacy of the content and the theatrical impact of the
distinctive Version 1.0 form. I argue for the artistic and revolutionary potential of
‘everydayness’, amplified and magnified as it is by documentary, verbatim, intermediality and
the use of theatrical space. I also ask whether Beautiful One Day can help answer the vexed
question of how to perform politics in Australia.
Julie Shearer is a Theatre Studies lecturer at the University of New England in Australia. Her
career began as a professional actor and theatre-maker and after a number of years in Ireland
she completed an MA at UCD and obtained her PhD in Drama from Trinity College. Her
teaching areas include political theatre, contemporary Irish and Australian theatre, actor
training and Renaissance drama. Her publications include the ‘Claiming their Right to the
West: Taxi at the Big West Festival’ in Compass Points: Locations, Landscapes and Coordinates of
Identities – ADSA conference proceedings 2012, an essay on Irish writer Donal O’Kelly for Epona, the
Hungarian journal of Celtic Studies, review articles for the Irish Theatre Magazine and she is
currently working on a book based on her dissertation entitled Performing Other Irelands: ‘race’,
politics and contemporary Irish theatre. Her current research project is Wide Open: The Landscape of
Contemporary Australian Political Theatre.
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Michael Smalley, University of Southern Queensland
michael.smalley@usq.edu.au

The Stage Manager as the Scenographic Translator
This presentation seeks to establish ‘translation’ as a key scenographic duty of the stage
management team in contemporary production practices. By using performance as research and
reflective practitioner methodologies to investigate my stage management practices, I hope to
unpack the ways in which stage managers translate key scenographic theories regarding the
manipulation of space for other members of the production team and audiences alike
throughout the production process. This translation occurs throughout the process enabling
effective collaboration between artists who sometimes speak very different languages, with
scenography positioned somewhere in the middle and is posited as a sort of lingua franca for
theatre artists. This translation process culminates in ‘calling the show’ and other stage
management duties of translation in performance which are interpretive, fluid processes that
require the stage management team to have an understanding of the different languages and
their translation that allows for phrasal as opposed to literal translations for their effectiveness.
To demonstrate these aspects of stage management, material from a case study of my stage
management practice of the world premier of Skeeter’s School for Successful Superheroes by Nelle Lee
will be drawn upon. The research seeks to emphasise the artistic rather than the practical or
administrative components of stage management which seem to be privileged in many academic
or professional considerations of the field, and forcefully argues that these artistic decisions are of
a scenographic nature. The methodologies and theoretical underpinning used seek to address
the absence of stage management as a field in many conceptions of which theatre practices
constitute scenography and which are suitable as areas for academic investigation by
performance as research.
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Yuji Sone, Macquarie University
yuji.sone@mq.edu.au

Collective translation: Japanese virtual diva Hatsune Miku
This paper examines the singing performances of the Vocaloid 2 Hatsune Miku in Japan,
commercially produced software that combines synthesised singing with an illustrated girl
character as the singer. Users of this software create desktop song performances, and post them
onto Nico Nico Dōga, a popular video-sharing site in Japan, like YouTube. Unlike YouTube,
though, viewers can insert comments on the video clips they are viewing, creating a sense of
‘live’ participation. This creation and posting of videos of the singing Hatsune Miku
immediately became an Internet sensation, resulting in a wide range of content derivatives in
the forms of illustrations, animation, games, and 3D figures. There have even been successful
‘live’ performances featuring the projection of an animated Hatsune Miku. Video recordings of
the concert have been uploaded to Nico Nico Dōga, generating a second ‘live’ performance for
the viewer.
The popularity of Hatsune Miku in Japan has been discussed as due to a complex matrix of
social and cultural factors. Hatsune Miku has been especially popular within otaku (male nerd
or geek) culture. This paper discusses how Hatsune Miku performances create meaning within
the context of otaku culture, through multiple translations across media platforms. . I explain the
affective force of Hatsune Miku’s voice performance through a complex interaction of voice,
mediated images and sound, and words. It is simultaneously song and noise, semiotic and
phenomenological, sexy and monstrous.
Yuji Sone is a lecturer in the Department of Media, Music, Communication, and Cultural
Studies at Macquarie University. Yuji is a performance practitioner-researcher who has
produced numerous mediatised performance works. His academic research focuses on the crossdisciplinary conditions of mediated performance and the terms that may be appropriate for
analysing such work, especially from cross-cultural perspectives.
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Alison Stone, University of Otago
imbtfolpo@yahoo.com

Live Theatrical Broadcasts Old and New
Philip Auslander has argued that live performance is losing importance in the face of increasing
media technology. In this paper I consider the extent to which two forms of live theatrical
broadcast may open up questions of liveness as hybrids between live performance and
mediatization.
The NT Live project, which was begun in 2009 by the National Theatre in London, uses digital
technology to broadcast live theatre to cinemas throughout the United Kingdom and,
subsequently, throughout the world. Despite the apparent novelty of NT Live, there is an
intriguing precedent in the largely forgotten electrophone phenomenon (1895-1925) which was
a strikingly innovative form of live theatrical broadcast which allowed remote users to ‘listen in’
live to a West End play via telephone lines.
These hybrid technologies translate live performance into mediatized broadcasts. In this paper I
will show how effective both NT Live audiences and electrophone listeners found these
broadcasts in creating a sense of liveness and connection. For example, unintended electrophone
broadcasts which sometimes allowed users to hear backstage conversations created a strong
sense of connection with the theatre. Market research on NT Live showed that many more
audience members said they felt emotionally engaged by the broadcasts than those who watched
the production live in the theatre.
The electrophone and NT Live have issues in common as they both show how, over the past
hundred years, theatres have exploited emerging technologies, such as telephone lines or digital
projection, in order to engage new audiences in a new way.
Alison Stone is a PhD candidate at the University of Otago in New Zealand. Her topic is film
adaptations of Shakespeare and, in particular, adaptations which come out of a specific
theatrical production. Her research interest is currently in various forms of livecasting. In the
past she has presented on the influence of the clown actor Richard Tarlton on Hamlet. Stone
completed her Master of Arts in English at the University of Otago on the topic of clowning in
Shakespeare, and she holds a Postgraduate Diploma in Print Journalism from the University of
Leeds in the United Kingdom.
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Susan Thwaites, University of Canberra
susan.thwaites@canberra.edu.au

Visualising the Internal – Screenwriter, Cinematographer and Director
as Adaptors
Lawrence Venuti in his paper, Adaptation, Translation, Critique (2007), proposes that the
‘interpretant’ is a ‘third term’ in what he sees as the ‘competing discourses of fidelity and
intertextuality’ in adaptation theory. Using this critical framework, Visualising the Internal looks
at the creative practice of screenwriters, cinematographers and directors as adaptors of a text.
The interpretative choices of each of these key creative roles, in the pre, production, and post
production stage of filmmaking, is a category of adaptation that has not been fully explored by
adaptation theorists and critics.
This paper moves backwards from the theory of adaptation (and translation) through the
finished film, back through production, pre production and the screenwriting stage. It looks at
the interpretive choices and decisions of the cinematographer and director when adapting and
translating a screenplay into a film, what to add, what to lose, how to visualise the text to
reveal/show story. It looks at the adaptation process the screenwriter goes through when
adapting prose words into the visual blueprint of the film, the screenplay. The screenwriter,
cinematographer and director each use their craft as they adapt the internal of one medium into
the visual of another.
The work of the late screenwriter/director/adaptor, Anthony Mingella (The English Patient, Cold
Mountain) and his collaborator, Australian cinematographer, John Seale will be used to
contextualise this paper.
Keywords: Cinematographer, director, visualisation, screenplay, adaptation, interpretant.
Susan Thwaites is an assistant professor in Media Production and Screenwriting in the
Faculty of Arts and Design at the University of Canberra. She trained as a cinematographer at
the Australian Film Television and Radio School and has worked in the film industry shooting
drama, music clips and documentary. Her creative interests have shifted into screenwriting and
her PhD practice led thesis is on adaptation, where she is adapting a novel by Rodney Hall.
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Abbie Trott, University of Queensland
abbie.trott@uqconnect.edu.au

The videographer as key to copresence in two contemporary
Australian multimedia performance works: The Table of Knowledge by
version 1.0 and Encoded by Stalker
From the margins to the main stage, the recent proliferation of multimedia in theatre and
performance ensures that multimedia’s position as a key player on the stage is inevitable in our
mediatised and performative society. Multimedia is incorporated in performance in a multitude
of ways, and the instances of multimedia that this paper describes involve the simultaneous
presence of the body of the performer and their projected representation in a state of what
Hans-Thies Lehmann describes in Postdramatic Theatre as copresence (2006:168). In this paper
I argue that the videographer is fundamental to the development of copresence between the
body of the performer and their projected representation in multimedia performance. By
drawing on very different examples of the performers projected representation in instances of
copresence from The Table of Knowledge by version 1.0 (2011) and Encoded by Stalker (2012),
I examine how the videographer (the person designing, developing and implementing the video
and multimedia content) acts as an interface between technology and performer. I demonstrate
that by acting as an interface, and facilitating a relationship, between the body of the performer
and their projected representation, the videographer is integral to the development of
copresence in a multimedia performance space. This paper makes a contribution to a better
understanding of the nature of multimedia performance and the role of the videographer.
Key words: Videographer, multimedia performance, interface, copresence
Points of departure: Machine-translations: diversifying performance practices between
technology and performance, Multi-media translations: adaptation practices across genres,
media and forms.
Abbie Trott is a MPhil Candidate at the University of Queensland. Her current interest in
multimedia performance builds on her professional career as a production manager for theatre
and the performing arts, with a speciality in multimedia performance. To date her academic
interest has been in space and performance, feminist and queer performance, circus and
physical theatre and performance for social change. As a production and stage manager Abbie
has worked in Australia for over 15 years for companies including Vulcana Womens Circus,
Kooemba Jdarra Indigenous Performing Arts Company, Belvoir, and Sydney Theatre
Company. She worked full time in 2011 with version 1.0, which consolidated her interests in
multimedia performance and performance for social change.
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Beyond National Borders: National and Generational Perspectives on
Culture
Even since Edward Said’s Orientalism culture has been traditionally discussed and defined in
theatrical circles chiefly in terms of ethnicity and national borders. In 2008 a theatrical
collaboration between emerging Japanese and Australian artists, the bilingual rock musical Once
Upon a Midnight, was created to appeal specifically to a youth audience in both Japan and
Australia, acknowledging culture as an evolving force which has different interpretations for
different generations. The bringing together of these two cultural aspects – national perspective
and generational perspective – played out as part of an intense rehearsal process where the
emerging Japanese and Australian artists defied expectations of difference and
miscommunication. Their common pop culture references and open attitudes broke down
hesitation and social awkwardness. In a matter of days, the group merged into a cohesive cast,
developing candid friendships and using self-reflexive and subversive humour to challenge
established perceptions of cultural difference. In this paper I would like to discuss ‘otherness’
beyond national borders and the process of translating to a contemporary audience, building
from Once Upon a Midnight to assisting Joh Hartog with Bred to Perfection and working as
dramaturge on the Nart Saga Project with Flinders University.
Alex Vickery-Howe is an award-winning playwright and screenwriter. His plays include The
Bank Job, A Stab in the Dark, Molly’s Shoes, Waltzing Macbeth, Retaliation and Once Upon a Midnight, a
Japanese-Australian horror rock musical. He is currently developing the feature Witching Hour
with the South Australian Film Corporation. As an academic Alex has focused on global youth
culture and the role emerging artists have to play in the future of intercultural collaboration.
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Is it Culturally Appropriate? The Appropriation of Convention Western
Theatre in Vanuatu
While Theatre-for-Development covers a wide range of practices, when it comes to intercultural performance there is a tendency in the literature to focus only on Boalian practices, to
co-opt traditional arts practices or to mix the two. Consequently, there is a consistent thread of
avoidance in adopting Western hegemonic forms.
In Wishing for a World without Theatre for Development, S.J. Ahmed argues for developing countries to
be given exposure to traditional forms of Western theatre, ‘to [for example] Stanislavsky and
Brecht’, so that they too might have the opportunity to learn from and to assimilate. (2002: 217)
In Vanuatu, NGO Wan Smolbag has given its senior theatre company this chance: annually the
company produces an appropriated full-length conventional play in order to re-dress, educate
and entertain its urban communities.
Craig Latrell writes that while it may be easy to view Western ‘borrowings…in terms of a
discourse about power relations’ and assume a ‘one-way process’, there actually is ‘something far
more interestingly dialogic’ and complex taking place. (2000: pp46 & 49) Thus is the case for
Wan Smolbag, who has crafted these full-length plays for twenty-two years and developed an
appropriation that works with the local sensibility. By examining a portion of the script,
rehearsals and performances of one of their plays Zero Balans, this paper will give evidence of the
inter-cultural dialogue within the work and show how this particular appropriation is culturally
appropriate for Ni-Vanuatu audiences.
Rebekah Woodward-Hanna. After completing her BA (Hons) in Theatre and Film at
Victoria University of Wellington in New Zealand, Rebekah shifted to Sydney and began a
Master of Philosophy with the Department of Performance Studies at The University of Sydney.
With stints in Papua New Guinea as a child and Fiji as a teenager, this degree has given her the
opportunity to combine her interests in performance, politics and the Pacific. Rebekah’s current
research involves looking at performance practices in the Republic of Vanuatu, which educate
communities on governance, health and development issues.
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Maps
Adelaide CBD
Flinders in the City
Victoria Square/Tarntanyangga

Central Markets
Entrances via Grote and Gouger Streets

Hotel Metropolitan
Tuesday 9 July – Gathering – from 6:30pm
Hotel Metropolitan, 46 Grote Street,
Adelaide.
Conference delegates and presenters are invited
to gather for a few drinks and to meet other
delegates.

Wasai Japanese Kitchen
Thursday 11 July – Conference Dinner
Wasai Japanese Kitchen, 9/15 Field Street,
via Gouger Street, Adelaide – 6:30pm.
Dinner is included in the registration fee, except
for delegates registering for 1 day only without
dinner.

Central Market Precinct – Recommended Restaurants / Market Plaza Food Court

A Taste of Spice – (Halal, Malaysian)
57 Gouger St, Adelaide
(08) 8231 4648

British India – (Indian)
270-274 Morphett St, Adelaide
(08) 8212 2411

Concubine – Chinese
132 Gouger St, Adelaide 5000
(08) 8212 8288

Sushi Train, Central Market – (Japanese)
Central Market Arcade, Shop 34
Gouger St, Adelaide 5000
(08) 8231 3733
Market Plaza Food Court
63 Grote St, Adelaide, SA
(08) 8212 8866
Tucked between the Central Markets and China
Town the Market Plaza Food Court has everything
from Chinese, Vietnamese, Cantonese, Malaysian,
Thai and many more. The portion sizes are generous
and mostly under $10.
Hours:
Mon – Thu: 7 am – 5 pm
Fri: 9 am – 9 pm
Sat: 9 am – 4 pm

Recommended Restaurants in Waymouth Street and off Currie Street

Bistro Dom – (French, Modern Australian)
Shop 1, 24 Waymouth St, Adelaide
(08) 8231 7000

Melt CBD – (Italian, Pizza, Tapas)
38 Waymouth St, Adelaide
(08) 8211 6723

Press Food & Wine – (Modern Australian)
40 Waymouth St, Adelaide 5000
(08) 8211 8048

Rigoni’s Bistro – (Italian)
27 Leigh St, Adelaide 5000
(08) 8231 5160

